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MONEY f OR 'EVERYTHING'
.
• f The Methodist Church, Mal$5,000 to convert the first unit o
donado, Uruguay
" An atmosphere of cheerful welcome, of meeting in .openness
to one another, of a comprehensive ministry for a growing urban
area has high priority here."
With these words, Maldonado's minister aptly summed up the
mood and intent of a recent parish meeting called to complete
plans for urgent conversion of a building into a church.
The congregation realizes that the facilities are inadequate for an
effective ministry, which includes an outreach to the resort of Punta
del Este-scene of this year's Latin American conference on unity in
the war against want.
,, As f?r moner, the minister cheerfully and casually writes
dornTt need. it for anything, only for everything"-To fix
roo · o repair floors and doors
d
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lighted build '
h
an win ows. To rewire
.
ing. 1n s ort, to convert a run-down house into

that he
a leaky
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a chapel.
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WORLD OUTLOOK
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New Sories VOL. XXVlll No . 3

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

Because of rising costs, we regretfully
announce that, beginning January 1, 1968,
we must increase our yearly subscription
rate of WORLD OUTLOOK to three dollars
( $3.00) per year ( $5.00 for a combination
subscription with The M etlzodist '1' omcm).
This is our first increase in over ten
years, during which time costs have increased substantially in all fields. In order
to maintain our policy of complete selfsupport witl10ut drawing on funds contributed for missionary purposes, this price
rise is now necessary.
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"Renewal" is now one of the old standby words in the vocabulary of the church,
but it is still frequently appropriate. Many
readers of this issue will welcome the specific thrust Mr. Tiffen gives the word when
he calls for an end to "meaningless meetings" in the church and refmm at the level
of the General Conference.
Less familiar, though equally biblical, are
words such as "Destruction," "Apocalypse,"
and Jeremiah's lament that "The summer is
ended and we are not saved." Despite the
gloomy sounds of these words, British cybernation expert Robert Theobald expounds
his fav01ite theme that the computer gives
us the opportunity now to choose to avoid
economic "destrnction." John Taylor's excellent photographs also underscore the necessity of choice in the face of impending
apocalypse. Bishop Mathews sees signs of
hope in the midst of the destruction of the
past summer in our cities. He also wonders
if we have not already seen an apocalyptic
judgment on our failure to make the right
choice in race relations.
Professor Richey Hogg uses an interesting
comparison of Sir Francis Ibiam and Albert
Schweitzer as the jumping-off point for a discussion of the Christian congregation's calling vis vis Afro-Americans.
We will look forward to the reactions of
readers to the two divergent views of the
Consultation in Columbus.
Mr. Brockman's story is an Asia-based
story for Thanksgiving. "A well [that] means
life for a village" is a basic reason for gratitude in famine-threatened areas.
Editor Arthur Moore, Jr. is in Rome as
Religious News Service Special Correspondent covering the Synod of Bishops, and Lay
Congress. His report appears on page 44.
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NOT REALLY BARBARIC
I am deeply concerned with your recent
editorial, "Once More to the Brink" [Sept.].
I also discover I am not alone in tl1is concern.
Needless to say we are not disciples of
Senator Fulbright and Bishop Ambrose Reeves.
Frankly, we trust the judgment of former President Eisenhower and the majority of our
military leadership today who state that "adequate pressure must be brought to bear so
this war can be brought to an end." If
anything, these men despair of the present
policy of slow strangulation while men constantly die on the field of battle, and favor the
bombing of every military installation and
closing of the harbors through which military
hardware is brought into North Vietnam.
I suggest you do a further evaluation before
yon call defoliation sprays which strip the
jungle so Americans can see the Viet Cong a
barbaric practice.
(REv.) H. LIVELY BnowN
Corsicana, Texas
0

0

WE'RE SPENDING MILLIONS
Please mail to me six copies of the September
issue of \VonLD OUTLOOK. I have friends to
whom I would like to mail this copy with tl1c
article about "Soka Cakkai." That article is
alarming. Why don't our :Methodist folks and
all Christians wake up and spread the gospel of
Christ with the loyalty and devotion that these
are spreading that belief?
\Ve Methodists arc spending millions for
fine churches here in the U.S. In Dallas, Texas,
a group is planning a 7 million dollar church.
How arc they to answer Goel at the judgment
clay?
!\Ins. LuLu SEAY
Elgin, Texas
THAT EAST VILLAGE SERVICE
I, along with many others, am wondering
about the article entitled "Pentecost in the
East Village," which appeared in the July issue
of \VonLD OUTLOOK. To whom are you appealing? Certainly not to Christians-I hope not to
[ 524]
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On page 38 of the July issue of Wo11LD
OUTLOOK we have "Pentecost in the East
Village." . . . Why is it necessary to print in
a missionary paper articles and pictures like
tl1is when there is so much good that your
magazine needs to be doing? Our people have
already read about these people, as they have
been exposed in our daily papers. Knowing
human nature as we do, the average person
who reads the WoRLD OUTLOOK will believe
that you promote this type of thing.
(REV.) W. I. FARMER
Mns. DonoTHY MEHIUMAN
Maryville, Tennessee

0

Wouldn't it be wonderful if the editors of
our church periodicals would take the lead in
bringing our people back to the religion based
on the teaching of the Bible? That would mean
reestablishing concern for the soul of man and
presenting Christ for his salvation.
This would, of course, mean tliat "social
action" is not synonymous with Christian action,
doing sometl1ing for the inside of man by
encouraging a Christ within the individual by
way of a new birth. There seems to be no
evidence of social betterment actually changing
the will of a man from evil to good. In fact,
there is far too much evidence that since tl1e
Church has become involved with social change
the soul-change has been neglected to the point
of good being overcome with evil.
When you quote men like Senator Fulbright
(using the word "aptly") and neglect the great
text of the Bible, you are contributing to a
"Cod is dead" way of life. Your statement
concerning Republicans is certainly misleading.
There is a philosophy abroad, and it does
seem that more Republicans arc using it, that
we cannot have peace in the world witliout
force as long as there are evil men in the
world. Man soon becomes a slave who refuses
to use force. Victory of good over evil is
essential.
( REv.) Jv,\N 0. Dox,\LDSON
St. Louis, Missouri

4

young people. Is it to the unchurched?
Are we such weak-minded Christians that we
are allowing wicked and sinful people to
influence our lives instead of trying to help
and influence them? Do you realize that those
who are not strong in their Christian belief can
be led down the wrong road by such articles?
The editor of a Christian magazine couldand should-have a wonderful influence in
shaping others' lives.
Mns. R. D. PAsn
Freeport, Illinois

PASTOR JIRO HIDAO
Headers of "How Black Was rviy Valley"
[Sept.] will want to know that Pastor Jiro
Hidao, subject of the article, died at the age of
61 last July 21, of complications deriving
from a tumor.
JAl\rns A. CrITINGS
Tokyo, Japan
"EXCELLENT RESOURCE"
Many thanks to WORLD OUTLOOK for the
wonderful article in the August issue about
St. Mark's. On every hand the women of the
various Woman's Societies have expressed deep
appreciation for this article, and for what it
means to tl1em in their presentation of the
work. It has already proved to be an excellent
resource for programs.
LouisE SHARP, directo1'
St. Mark's Community Center
New Orleans, La.
"A WORD OF APPRECIATION"
"A word of appreciation for your perceptive
and generous review of my book, ·women in
tlie World of Religion, in the May issue of
WORLD OUTLOOK. I am still a little astonished
at the amount and character of material which
the research revealed, and I am grateful to
all who helped in getting this story to the
church. Your review should help a great deal.
Mns. ELsrn THOMAS CULVER
Berkeley, Calif.
BIG YEARS FOR EVANGELISM
IN THE CONGO
The news is going into all the provinces that
1967 and 1968 are to be big years for
evangelism in the Congo. The opening campaign has already begun in Kinshasa, with
community meetings and prayer cells. On
February 19 there was a mass rally. Mass rallies
are not new to evangelism, but having all
the Protestants march together in a big parade
to a stadium is surely a new thing to the people
here. The pyschological impact was immediately
uoticcd in a new feeling of strength.
Two American Negro evangelists came for
the big rally, associates of Evangelist Billy
Graham. The Reverend Howard Jones and the
Heverend Ralph Bell are men of experience,
warm hearts, and sincerity. They were genuinely glad to come to the Congo.
J11r AND MARTHA STE\'ENSON'(M~'1)
B. P. 123, Leco, Kinshasa 1,
Rep. Dem. of Congo

FIFTY MINISTERS AT "PENTECOST"
BAPTISMAL SERVICE IN INDONESIA
I can appreciate more than ever the experience at Pentecost, because I have participated
in tl1e baptism of almost two thousand persons
in a single service.
The Karo Balak people who live in the
mountains north of Medan are primarily animists. And until Communism was defeated,
they leaned heavily in tlmt direction. With the
defeat of Communism, they turned to otlier
religions. The Karo Church asked the otl1er
churches of North Sumatra to help them in
evangelism. Teams went out from Medan for
several months. Whole villages were Christianized, and eventually tliere was the baptismal
service for the nearly 2,000. Fifty ministers
participated in that service. It was a great day
for the Christian foitl1.
W. L. An1rsm0Nc, Jn. (MM)
Wesley Methodist Church
Medan, Sumatra, Indone~ia
MANY THANKS FROM KOREA
"The Inchon Christian Hospital wishes to
thank you for hospital supplies."-Dr. S. B.
Kang, superintendent.
"I feel that I have been bom again."-Miss
Oh, who had plastic nose surgery.
"We thank you for our new life.''-Two ·
(now-lovely) young people who had had harelips.
"I am not a Christian, but now I want to
be one.''-Miss Lee, a patient who had surgery
for tuberculosis of the spine.
Dn. LENNA BELLE RomNSON (MM)
Metl10dist Mission, 42, Chang Young Dong
Inchon, Korea
TWO KINDS OF HUNGER IN RASRA
Witl1 the help of tl1e Metliodist Committee
for Overseas Relief, Church World Service,
and gifts from friends, we are able to give the
boys at the school wheat flour for one of
their two meals a day. Thus tl1ey have only
to furnish flour for one meal a day witli the
one rupee a week which tliey bring from home.
There is anotlier kind of hunger, a great
hunger among people of otlier religions for
Christian literature. On special festival days,
Miss Massey and the teachers sell gospel portions, testaments, and Bibles.
Ams ROBBINS (MM )
Metl1odist Mission, Rasra, Dist. Ballia
U. P., India
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ICELAND NOTES
Icelanders say that the name is the coldest
thing about the country. The average temperature in \vintcr is 30 degrees; in summer, 52.
Iceland is a land of mountains and fjords,
with long green valleys; of ice-capped ranges,
and volcanic formations. There are spouting
geysers, and hot springs in which people can
bathe, even in winter. The 600 hot springs
provide heat for Iceland's cities.
There is virtually no illiteracy in Iceland.
More books are written, published, and purchased per capita in this land than in any other
country in the world. Education is free.
Although Iceland was founded by pagan
Vikings, the nation adopted tl1e Christian faith
about the year 1000. The Lutheran Church is
its major denomination.
Iceland has 180,000 inhabitants. Most people
hold two jobs, because of the shortage of
labor, and because of the need for income.
This land, easily accessible by air and water,
is becoming increasingly a tourist attraction.
[From Travel Notes, Summer, 1967]
MARY Lou BAnNWELL
Meth. Bd., 475 Riverside, NYC, 100-27
WORLD OUTLOOK
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ENEMY IN THE PE\V?, by Dnniel D.
Wnlker. New York, 1967: Hnrper & Row,
240 pnges, pnper, $1.95.
This book, written by nn articulate and
well-read pastor, starts with saying all the
right things about the need for a revolution
in the Church. He points out that one
should learn the aims of the revolution, and
calls for a shift from activity to depth, from
membership to discipleship. He challenges
the reader to become part of this revolution
as a layman who understands his wo1thiness,
nobility and commission.
It is unfortunate that after his third
chapter, entitled "Getting Oriented Theologically," the author seems to have less
understanding of the Church's doctrine,
sacraments, and mission. For instance, in
this chapter on theological orientation,
Walker argues that a person should have
some theology, whether it be fundamentalism, neo-orthodoxy, or liberalism. Strange
bed-fellows, indeed, and hardly conducive
for a theological f01m that will revolutionize
the Church! When he comes to discuss the
Sunday service, he follows the pattern of
the Church of the past fifty years where the
great preacher speaks to his laymen. While
arguing, quite validly, for a better understanding of the se1mon, he does not probe
for a way to have a viable dialogue between
the pulpit and the pew. He never mentions
the centrality or meaning of the Communion
Service but, rather, concentrates on the
organizational life of the Church on a level
of oiling the machinery to keep it going.
His understanding of the layman's relationship to his minister is open to question.
For instance, he states that the minister's
"entire career rests in their [the laymen's]
hands. They name his salary, furnish his
residence, and sometimes discipline his
children. Their generosity determines the
statistical record with which he closes his
church year. Their reaction to his wife
affects his domestic happiness, and the
response to his sermons does much to
determine his professional success or failure"
If the reader can appreciate this general
approach to the Church and the ministry,
this book is for him. Others among us will
hope for a book that is able to probe ·with
more theological understanding and depth
the deeper meaning of the Church and its
role in a revolutionary age.
WILLIAM B. GOULD
Professor of Religion
Bradley University
Peoria, Illinois
A SHORT LIFE OF LUTHER, by Allan W.
Townsend. Philadelphia, I967: Fortress
Press, 76 pages, paper, $1.25.

Ji

This 450th year of the Protestant Reformation is as good a time as any to decide
to do a little reading on Martin Luther. A
number of good books on Luther have
come out this year (especially new studies
by Catholic scholars), but too few have
been intended for the layman.
Allan Townsend, of Chicago's McCormick
NOVEMBER Hl67

Theological Seminary, has written a highly
readable book for the layman. Fortress Press
has contributed to the book's excellence by
filling it with pictures, while keeping the
price reasonable.
·while the book concentrates on the life
of Luther, it does make an effort at presenting Luther's ideas as well. For instance,
Townsend shows that the difference between Luther and tlie Lutheran orthodoxy
that followed was that Luther did not have
faith in the Bible. "He had faith in the
living Word of God, Jesus Christ (John
1: 1), and in the Word of God which is
testimony to him, whether in the Scriptures
or elsewhere. For Luther, the whole Bible
was a book about Christ. ... [Luther] was
able to allow and to live with the fact that
God himself had not written every comma
and period."
C.E.B.
DEEP WELL, by Emil Paul John. New
York, 1967: Friendship Press, 158 pages,
$1.75.
Any one book in which the central characters have names like Ikomu, Barsam,
Hanako, Mahmut, and Lester, Levalli, and
Levene (that's not a show-biz act) obviously demands that the reader not consider
plausibility one of the criteria for a book's
excellence.
Adding to the contrived appearance of
the five stories in Deep Well is the fact that
all the central characters are outside their
homelands. Ikomu is an East African Watusi
who is thrown into an American jail after
he attacks a not-so-non-violent Negro civil
rights marcher. Barsam is a young Creek
Orthodox refugee from Palestine (how's
that for contemporaneity!) who is participating in a European work camp. Hanako,
l"Ilown as Flower, is a Japanese war bride
who has motl1er-in-law problems at her
home in Long Island. Mahmut is an Algerian
exchange student at an American high
school who thinks people go to drive-in
movies to watch the movies. And Lester,
Levalli, and Levene, who represent the
great American "melting pot,'' .are hungry
soldiers in Italy who give away tl1eir apples.
Mr. John has at least captured the mobility
of our age.
He has also captured the main ingredient
missing in most studies of world religions,
namely, the people wh6· believe them. The
book is intended for teenagers and will be
of special interest to those who, in matters
of world religions, desire neither a wishywashy eclecticism nor dogmatic condemnation. There are some outstanding qualities
in each of these "heroes" and Mr. John's
point is that if the reader would desire to
have these qualities he should drink deeply
from his own religious well. This is not a
syncretistic all-religions-are-the-same approach. It is, rather, based on the biblical
idea that "God has not left l1imself without
a witness" and on the biblical examples of
those heroes who were outside the prevailing religious fold: Ruth, Jeremiah's rescuer
Ebed-melech, the Good Samaritan, and
others.
These stories of ancient faith in contempo-

ra1y settings will strike a responsive note in
many young people.
C.E.B.
IN THE HANDS OF GOD, by William
Barclay. New York, I967: Harper & Row,
158 pages, paper, $1.75.
William Barclay is Professor of Divinity
at Glasgow University, Scotland. He is also
a man who can write for the "average
reader" and he does so regularly for The
British Weekly. The short pieces collected
in this volume were originally written for
that paper.
The so-called radical American theologians would no doubt say Barclay presents
merely a clever case for classical orthodoxy.
There is certainly evidence of the old-style
British "religious columnist" in Barclay's
choice of illustrations.
The point, however, is that he writes so
well of ordinary people and places that one
can't miss his meaning. These are genuine
devotional essays without tl1e usual devotional jargon. He writes easily of three-fold
conversion, medical opinion, TV, growing
old gracefully, authority for the Christian
(not in the Bible or the Church, but in the
experience of Jesus Christ), the "outwardlooking !if\".," and other topics.
C.E.B.
GOD IS FOR REAL, MAN, by Carl F.
Burke. New York, 1966: Association
Press, I28 pages, paper, $1.75.
There are a lot of books (mostly bad)
glutting the Christmas market that are
parodies and satires on religion, and it
should be very clear that this book is not
one of them. Despite the title, God Is For
Real, Man was written in seriousness and
in good faith.
Burke, who is chaplain at tl1e Erie Countv
Jail in Buffalo, New York, did not really
write the book. He savs he had it written
for him by youngster~ in jail, camp, and
detention home settings. The kids take up
biblical stories, perform their own hermeneutics, and come up with some surprising
"translations." Psalm 23 becomes "The
Lord Is Like My Probation Officer," Psalm
121 is "I Will Look Above the High Risers,"'
the parable of the King and His servants
is about the "Cool Tenement Owner.'" The
whole tone of the stories is refreshing and
frequently insightful. An excerpt from the
Parable of the Wedding Feast:
"The project manager's son was getting
married. So his father said, 'Let's throw a
wild party!' So they invited all the wheels
in the city. They got everything readybeer, pretzels, pizza, 7-ups, and cokes, But
nobody came.
"So the manager sent out some of the
older kids to remind people of the party.
But they still didn't come.
"When the manager heard this, boy, was
he mad. He wanted to start a rumble right
then. But he didn't. He said, 'OK, to hell
with them. We'll invite the people in the
project-they ain't so bad.'
"So it don't make any difference if you're
a city wheel, or a fuz or who-it's best to
do what God wants you to do."
C.E.B.
[ 525]
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BOOKS
FOR CHRISTMAS
By Elizabeth Watson

AIKO AND HER COUSIN KENICHI, by
Audrey l\foKim. New York, 1967: Friendship Press, 126 pages, paper, $1.75.
Aiko, a little Japanese school girl, was
saddened when she heard her classmates
speak of her as being poor. She rushed home
and asked her mother about this description.
"No, we aren't poor, Aiko," her mother
answered. "Poor means having nothing to
give away to others." Aiko's eyes sparkled.
"I can give stories to my friends," she
declared, for she was an unusually good
storyteller.
When Aiko went to Tokyo to live in her
uncle's home for a while, she found it at
first veiy hard to like her young cousin
Kenichi, for Kenichi was a much-pampered
boy. But the storytelling did make a difference. A good story about children in
modem Japan, and about Japanese Christians.
THE SECRET OF THE STAR, by Dave
Hill. St. Louis, Mo., 1966: Concordia
Pub. House, Arch Books Div., unpaged,
35¢.
This little booklet, sub-titled "The Story
of the Wise Men" tells in simple verse and
pictures about the wise men and their part
in the Christmas story. A good gift for young
children, and for church groups.

Christmas angel on Christmas card, Education
Fund of St. Thomas' Anglican Cathedral,
Dacca, East Pakistan. ( RNS)
FOREWORD: Now is the time to be making
out a Christmas list of books to be ordered
for gifts. The right book for the right person is
a satisfying and lasting compliment to his
taste. Who likes to see the home countryside
pictured? Who would like to receive excellent
background material for church sessions? Who
wants to read about Japan? Other countries?
Which person wants, above all, a readable
story?
And do not forget that a gift subscription to
World Outlook and The Methodist Woman is
a 23-sided present. See page 3 for rates. Order
books early from the Methodist Publishing
House nearest you.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
THE MYSTERIOUS MR. COBB, by Myra
Scovel. New York, 1967: Friendship
Press, 127 pages, $1.75.
"It was all very confusing to Alice. She
didn't see why they were moving from their
comfortable little home in White Birch
Comers in the first place. They liked it
there."
But move they did, and from the window
of her new room Alice could look out on
the castle-like house next door, where lived
the mysterious Mr. Cobb.
There was a garden, and an orchard, and
a boy named Andy. And, along came Ginny,
a girl of Alice's own age, equipped with
surprising problems. This is a challenging
story about basic values of the human spirit.
It is well w1itten in terms understandable
to junior-aged boys and girls.
6
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PEOPLE OF THE BIBLE, by Cecil Northcott. Philadelphia, 1967: Westminster
Press, 158 pages, $4.95.
An excellent book of reference for children and young people, and their teachers
and leaders. The book is made up in an
unusual way; it is made up of groupings"people of the great journey" (from Egypt
to the promised land); "people of the village, the city, the road, the resurrection,
people at home, people on the new way."
There are illustrations in both color and
black and white.
"Early in the morning the king went to
the lions' den, and instead of finding the
mangled remains of Daniel he saw him
there alive and walking abottt among the
lions."
FUN AND FESTIVAL FROM JAPAN, by
Gwinn and Hibbard. New York, 2nd
Rev. edition, 1966: Friendship Press, 48
pages, 75¢, paper.
There is much in these pages to interest
children, young people, and also adults, as
the study of Japan enters the church program.
The Japanese holidays are listed, also
games, stories, songs, and recipes. The
authors devote a few pages to explaining
a bit about Japanese writing. We especially
liked the story of Gohei, who, by the sacrifice of his rice crop, saved his villagers from
a great tidal wave.
"Christmas has a far larger place in Japan
than the number of Christians would seem
to justify. Christmas music is heard on radio
and television, and in nearly eve1y large
city some group presents The Messiah. For
most Christians, Cluistmas observance centers in churches or Christian schools.''

BOOKS FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE AND ADULTS
BOOKS AND THE TEEN-AGE READER,
by G. Robert Carlsen. New York, 1967:
Harper & Row, 218 pages, $3.95.
This book is called "A guide for teachers,
librarians, and parents.'' To that category
we would add "and for teenagers themselves.''
In a level-headed way the author discusses
stages of reading development, the maturing influence of popular adult novels; "must"
reading for young people who are going to
attend college, the "significant literature";
poetry; classics, and other literary subjects.
The author calmly discusses ways of coping with "shockers" and ways of leading
young people step by step up the ladder
of reading enjoyment.
The bibliography listed at the end of each
chapter is worth the price of the book, alone,
The lists include old books and new, books
of widely different eras, and of different
points of view. Some of the lists are headed:
Girls' Stories, Sports, Animals, Stories of
Olden Times, Science Fiction, Foreign Cultures, Adventure Stories, Mysteries, Vocations, Problems, and Classics of American
Literature.
RELIGIONS AROUND THE WORLD, by
Leonard & Carolyn Wolcott. Nashville,
1967: Abingdon, 191 pages, $4.95.
In ten illustrated chapters the authors
describe religions of long ago, Chinese
religions, Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism,
Islam, Christianity, and religions today.
They also discuss people who do not practice their religions, "substitute religions,"
and people who say they have no religion.
"For many, their religion is themselves.
They live to get the things they want.''
Geared to young people, this book will
be of interest and of value to students and
teachers alike. It is no cut and dried exposition. It describes festivals in India, storytellers of the gods and heroes, the theory
of re-birtlis, the temples of Southern Buddhists, the "head lama," and many other
interesting ideas.
Mr. Wolcott is professor of missions at
Scarritt College, Nashville, Tennessee. Mrs.
Wolcott is the author of other books published by Abingdon.

YOUR FIRST YEAR AT COLLEGE, Letters to a College Freshman, by Joseph E.
McCabe. Philadelphia, 1967: Westminster Press, 93 pages, $2.95.
Short, informal letters from a fatlier who
just happens to be also a college president,
to his son in college. Young people will like
the way in which the writer suggests tlrnt
a not-too-pushing attitude about higher education may be helpful. A few quotations
from the book: "You were never at the
very top of your class, but don't let tlrnt
fact lock you into a feeling that your slot
is already dete1mined .... The whole point
is that tl1ere may be as much range of
ability in any single freshman as there is a
range of courses in tlie cuITiculum."
WORLD OUTLOOK
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And: "I spent some time thinking about
the best use of summers during your college
years. It can be the chance to get the kind
of education no campus in the country can
provide. It's meaningful to know what that
kind of work (grease, grime, and drudgery)
is like."
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AN AFRICAN SEASON, by Leonard
Levitt. New York, 1966-67: Simon and
Schuster, 223 pages, $4.95. .
ses

"Occasionally we'd pass clumps of little
huts along the side of the road . . . ten or
fifteen together, with walls made of mud,
and thatched roofs or leaves and twigs.
. .. We'd pass children standing on birdLhin legs with only a black cloth around
their skinny little bodies. . . . We would
wave to them, and they would nudge each
other and jump up and down, waving their
arms, and shrieking: jambo, jambo."
This is the st01y of Leonard Levitt, a
young worker in the Peace Corps, and of
his experiences as a teacher in a district
school in Tanganyika. He soon came to feel
that his pupils were both bright and eager.
Mr. Levitt gives a realistic account of his
pupils, his teaching, and of the people
round about.
Sargent Shriver says of this story: "an
extraordinarily fine book."
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YOUNG READER'S BOOK OF CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM, by Michael Daves.
Nashville, Tenn., 1967: Abingdon, 128
pages, $3.95.

I'

Short stories and explanations about the
symbols of the Christian faith, and of their
relationship to the church, in history and
tradition with illustrative sketches in color.
Young people and th.eir leaders will find
here valuable information about the seventongued :Harne, the cross, monograms of
Jesus Christ, candles, the star, the fish,
shields of the Apostles, and many other
symbols. Excellent for teachers.
PRAYERS TO PRAY WITHOUT REALLY
TRYING, by Jeanette Struchen. Philadelphia, 1967: J.P. Lippincott Co., 62 pages,
$1.95.
These informal prayers, and attitudes
toward prayer and self-discipline, will be
of special interest to young people. A few
quotations: "I would not want to go out
on the road of life with a dim :flashlight."
"Keep me stretching for answers and
blinking with wonder."
KNEE DEEP IN ICE CREAM, and Other
Stories, by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor.
Philadelphia, 1967: Fortress Press, 131
pages, paper, $2.25.
Teenagers, their leaders, their pastors,
and their families, will find enjoyment in
these sixty incidents as reported candidly
by the "hero," a teen-age boy.
With a humorous slant, the writer reflects
upon life and love, and the projects of his
youth fellowship crowd. He tells about
quarrels with his sister Kate, and of his attempts to b"ain up his parents in the way
he wishes they would go. The pastor of his
church, the youth leader, the janitor, his
NOVEMBER 1967

fellow students, all are delineated in realistic
fashion.

BOOKS FOR EVERYBODY
THE \VORLD IN COLOUR, edited by
Richard IC Trevor, printed in the Netherlands, distributed in U. S. by Doubleday
& Co., New York, 1966: 207 pages,
$12.95.
This is trnly a fascinating picture book
of the world. It is sub-titled "a panorama
of the world's countries and peoples in
over 900 full colour photographs."
The chapters or divisions of the book
are: Europe, Asia, Africa, No1th America,
Be1muda and the Caribbean, South
America, and The Pacific. Australia is included in the last-named category.
The texts which bind the pictures together do a good job of summarizing the
high points of each country. These writeups
are part history, part geography, and part
comment, such as : "The tourist trade today
is proving to be Mexico's salvation." And
"The northeast quarter of the United States
~wh ere ;,Tze main power house of the nation
is found.
The pictures are excellent, and are said
to have been selected from tens of thousands by skilled photographers.
PRAYER CALENDAR, 1968: Methodist
Board of Missions, NYC, 176 pages, order
about Dec. 1st from Service Center, 7820
Reading Rd., Cincinnati, 0. 45237, 75¢.
This Methodist prayer calendar lists the
birthdays of all missionaries, deaconesses,
and staff. It lists the mission work of the
National Division and the World Division,
in states and countries. It contains maps,
and intercesso1y prayers. It indicates the
times for special prayer, such as "prayer for
retired workers," "prayer for those living
in depressed areas"; and "prayer for the
bishops."
There are scripture passages for every
week. There are quotations from missionary
letters and reports.
An excellent gift for any Methodist
family or individual.
THE PEOPLE OF JAPAN, by Pearl S.
Buck. New York, 1966: Simon Schuster,
255 pages, $6.95.
This volume is sub-titled "A Perceptive
Portrait of Their Life Today." A famous
writer interprets modern Japan in te1ms
of its businessmen, its professional people,
its farmers, its aristocrats, its students, its
rich, its poor, its family concentration. Mrs.
Buck declares: "The Japanese treatment of
women is another cause of astonishment to
Americans." A good book for those who
are studying Japan, or are interested in the
Japanese people.
THE JAPAN I LOVE, text by Pierre Landy.
New York, 1965-66: Tudor Publishing
Co., 126 photos (12 in color), $7.95.
This is a book destined to fall into the
hands of people who love Japan, and who
will cherish it through the years. It en-

deavors to delineate the "essence of the
country" as it pictures Japanese sports, arts,,
gardens, mountains, seaside scenes, and
pilgrimages. A valuable aid in the study of
Japan.
STILLMEADOW CALENDAR, by Gladys
Tabor. Philadelphia and New York, 1967:
J. B. Lippincott, 256 pages, $4.95.
This book reflects a meditative mode of
country life in all seasons. The chapters are
the names of the months. A good gift for
any one who is interested in country living,
and in descriptions of New England trees,
ponds, flowers, skies, frosts, neighbors, food,
and customs .
FUN FOR THE FAMILY, by Harry D.
Edgren. Nashville, 1967: Abingdon, 144
pages, paperback, $1.45.
The author states: "While recreation is
a part of the family, there is more likely
to be understanding, sympathy, tolerance,
and a general cooperativeness as a part of
family life."
In 14 short chapters this book gets right
down to brass tacks about specific things
to do with: Family birthday parties; holidays together; fun at mealtimes; equipment
and games; travels, rainy day activities;
convalescing; crafts; back yard activities;
picnics; winter fun. We think that this
book would also be a good gift for any
Methodist center, school, or hostel.
NATIONAL PARK GUIDE, by Michael
Frome. Chicago and New York, 1967:
Rand McNally & Co., 160 pages, paperback, $2.95.
A "completely n ew, authoritative and
practical guide to all 32 national parks ."
There are special sections on national monuments, seashores, recreational areas, parkways, and historic sites.
There is a Foreword by George B. Haitzog, director of the National Park Service.
A double-page map of the United States
shows locations of national parks and
monuments. There are pictures in color,
also black and white.
Practical advice is given about tours,
accommodations, camp grounds, hikes,
seasons, roads, and even about souvenirs.
An excellent gift for a graduate, a newlywed couple, a family, a Methodist center,
or for any individual who may find the
national parks fascinating.
CAPE COD JOURNEY, photos by
Katharine Knowles. Barre, :Mass., 1966:
Barre Publishers, 95 pages, $5.95.
This book would make a good "Americana" gift. It is a picture story of a
picturesque portion of New England, with
lighthouses, windmills, seascapes, towns,
churches, ships, houses, and the National
Seashore depicted.
ALASKA, the 49th State, by James Nach.
New York, 1966: Sterling Publishing Co.,
64 pages, paperback, $1.00.
There is compact information in this
"Visual Geography" about Alaska's land, its
(Continued 011 page 50)
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EDITORIALS
ON INDULGENCES

"Christians should be taught that one who gives to the poor, or lends
to the needy, does a better action than if he purchases indulgences."

-Martin Luther, 1517

The executive committee of the plate rings," some churchmen seem to
Methodist Board of Missions was ;say, "it should be immediately inthinking more of the First National -vested where it can return a healthy
City Bank than of Luther's 43rd thesis profit, so that we need have no finanwhen it met in late September. But cial anxieties about the morrow."
the committee's action that day was as Tetzel, that great old peddler of Spirmuch a fitting commemoration of the itual Securities, would have approved.
Refonnation as it was a witness to the
As Luther insisted, however, it is
ten consortium banks that loan money the spirit of the thing that is importo the apartheid government of South tant. It is clear that the loss of a $10
Africa. After two years of t01tured de- million investment portfolio will not
bate the committee voted to remove be critical for any large bank. Nor is it
$10 million from First National City the Church's intention to "cripple" or
Bank, if the bank renews its loan to punish the bank, but to witness to all
the South African government.
the banks in the consortium that
Response was not long in coming. money and morals mix, that the
The Director General of the Ameri- Church is concerned with the proper
can-Southern Africa Chamber of use of economic power.
First National City need not worry
Trade and Industry, in a letter to The
New York Times, suggested that the that The Methodist Church is pulling
Methodist withdrawal of funds jeo- out altogether. The $10 million reprepardizes the "stability of the countries sents only the investment portfolio of
of southern Africa, an area of very the National Division.
More significant, financially speakgreat sh·ategic consequence." And we
were then told that "respect for stable ing, is the Board's decision to invest
administration is also in the interests ten per cent of its capital funds in
of American business; political and U. S. ghetto areas ("high risk, low
economic stability in southern Africa yield"), and to grant $100,000 to three
are important to each of us in that we South African projects that oppose
all profit from peace and can only lose apartheid. These projects are ( 1) the
from war." (All profit, one would sup- Christian Institute, an ecumenical,
pose, except those Bantu miners mak- multi.racial information and conference center in South Africa; ( 2) a
ing forty-six cents a day.)
"As soon as a coin in the offering project to aid the numerous political
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exiles, an cl ( 3) the National Council
of Churches program to keep the issue
of American economic investment in
South Africa before the two hundred
U. S. firms doing business there, the
ten consortium banks and the U. S.
government.
All of this concern on the part of the
Methodist Board of Missions for the
proper use of economic power is right
in line with what started the Reformation exactly 450 years ago. To decline
to buy indulgences in the twentieth
century is to believe, as a modern
Lutheran has said, that "stewardship
education and financial campaigns are
'least Christian' when they focus on
churchly needs and churchly activities
and 'most Christian' when-with eyes
wide open to the mercies of God and
the needs of people-they confront
our attitudes towards money and our
responses to the economic forces
working in and around us."
Thus, a modern version of Thesis
43: "Cluistians should be taught that
one who gives $100,000 to three antiapmtheid organizations, or lends 103
of his capital funds to the ghetto, does
a better action than if he gives huge
gifts of money to a multi-million dollar church building program in an already over-churched city."

WORLD OUTLOOK
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"Scl1wcit;:;er's name stirs all the noble feelings within us, ... Y ct to the end certain
old Emopean ideas remained with liim."

RACE AND THE
CONGREGA TION,S CALLING
BY W. RICHEY HOGG
The relationship between today's racial struggle and the mission
of the church is one of the most discussed topics among people
today, Christian and non-Christian alike. This illuminating look
at the subject is by Dr. Hogg, professor of World Christianity at
Southern Methodist University, and is adapted from one of his
Fondren Lectures given at that university.
NOVEMBER 1967
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The sculptor Bartholdi, who had
created the Statue of Liberty, lived in
Colmar, a border city of Alsace-Lorraine
held at different times by France and
Gcnnany. In 1886, the same year in
which Miss Liberty was unveiled in
New York, an eleven-year-old lad visited
Colmar, stood before another Bartholdi
statue, and viewed it intently. What he
saw helped to shape his life. The statue
honored a French naval and colonial
hero, but at the admiral's feet knelt an
African Negro, naked and with bent
head. In a flash the lad caught the message of the prostrate figure. The meaning
of 400 years of the white man's slave
trade in Africa pierced his heart. During
that period Africa was denuded of 100
million people in the prime of life, most
of whom died before they became slaves.
As the boy grew older, he returned again :
and again to see that statue. Years later
Albert Schweitzer wrote that Bartholdi's
African first conveyed to him the idea
that he must give his own life as an
offering for what Africans had suffered
from Europeans.
Schweitzer was a giant among men.
He was a famed musician, organist and
Bach exJJert; a noted theologian whose
Quest of tlie Historical Jesus ushered in
a new age in Biblical theology; a philosopher whose Philosophy of Civilization
grew out of moments snatched from his
work in Africa; a missiona1y medical
doctor lmown around the world. He lived
much of his life in the little jungle
hospital at Lambarene.
Schweizer's name stirs all the noble
feelings within us, and nothing said can
detract from his genius and his inspiring,
sacrificial life. He gave himself as an
offering. Yet to the end certain old European ideas remained with him. He
viewed the Africans paternalisticallyas children. The most able and mature
among them could be taught to be
nurses or medical technicians; but none
in his day, he evidently believed, had
the abilities to become doctors or engineers. Schweitzer had half a century in
Africa, and today Europeans and Americans carry on his work; but Lambarene
never produced nor, so far as I am
aware, ever attempted to produce an
African doctor.
Schweitzer's greatness is apparent,
and for it we give thanks. Schweitzer's
tragedy is less visible, but in it most of
us of white background are also involved. He dealt with the African on
European terms. He thought he knew
what the African needed and wanted
and what should be done for him. To
that end, he labored selflessly. Yet could
10
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he hear the heart-cry from the deepest
recesses of the African soul? To ask this
question is not to detract from the man,
but to acknowledge, as Christians must,
even in the greatest of man's endeavors
under God and for fellow men, the
mark of human frailty.
Some 350 miles northwest of Lambarene on Nigeria's Calabar Coast,
Francis Akanu Ibiam was born in 1906just seven years before Schweitzer
reached Lambarene. In the fifth grade
young Ibiam made his own decision and
became a Christian, the first of his family to take the step. Fatherless, fiercely
proud, and refusing aid from the Scottish Presbyterian mission, he was supported by his older brother through high
school in Nigeria, and through college
and medical school at St. Andrews University in Scotland. Ibiam returned to
Nigeria in 1936 with his M.D. degree.
With less than ten African medical doctors in Nigeria at the time, he could have
been independently wealthy had he
gone into private practice; but he chose
to work within the Church of Scotland
Mission-the first African to do so. Yet
he had to accept the galling humiliation,
despite his qualifications, of receiving a
salary much lower than that of any missionary.
For the next twenty years Dr. Ibiam
served as a medical missionary to his
people in a remote jungle area where
he and his wife built their own jungle
hospital. The Ibos of Eastern Nigeria
called him their "Black Schweitzer."
England's Queen Elizabeth knighted
him in 1951, and in 1957 Sir Francis
Ibiam became chairman of the governing council of what was then the country's only institution of higher learningUniversity College in Ibadan. With Nigeria's independence in 1960, he became Governor of the rich Eastern Region whose fifteen million inhabitants50 % of them Christian-make it twice
as large as Ghana. The following year
at New Delhi he was elected one of the
six presidents of the World Council of
Churches. For nine years he has been
chairman of the All-Africa Conference
of Churches.
For more than a quarter century,
when the younger African's career overlapped that of the older European, Ibiam
and Schweitzer labored within 350 miles
of one another as missionaiy doctors.
Yet more than geography separated
them.
Schweitzer held the old European
view of Africa. With commi.tment and
self-sacrifice, he went to work for the
African rather more than with him.

Ibiam represents the new African's belief in his own dignity and capability to
pull his full share in a mutilal struggle
for advancement. His Christian faitl1
enabled him, at New Delhi in 1961, to
present the blistering truth as he saw it
-some thought intemperately-concerning the black man's inner response
to "Christian paternalism." In his home
in Enugu earlier he had said to me, "If
we cannot for the sake of understanding
speak the trutl1 to one another as fellow
Christians in the church, what hope is
there?"
These two men symbolize a problem
widespread among Christians. What
happens when men of different race who
profess the same faith nevertheless are
unable really to meet in common endeavor? The problem transposes readily
from Africa to the U.S.A. Race and culture divide our world. Yet, if t11e New
Testament is true, God has made those
who claim his son's name his agents of
reconciliation for mankind.
The World Wide Racial Revolution
We live in a day of world wide racial
revolution. Among peoples of color new
pride in the heritage of race is everywhere evident. Their bond of unity in
color was forged in the struggle to be
free from white European control. It
also owes much to the Christian understanding of man's dignity-an idea
which, divorced from its roots, has swept
the world. This identity of color in a
common struggle, first for freedom and
now for nation building, provides one
of tl1e hallmarks of our age. It is closely
allied with new nationalism and is likely
to mount in importance in the decades
immediately ahead as the non-Western
peoples continue to increase their propo1tion of the worlc_l's population.
The background for this racial revolution belongs to the thrust of Western
European peoples around this globe in
the past 500 years. Among the families
and nations of men tl1is has been our
period of ascendancy. We Europeans! use the term in its broadest sensehave held or dominated almost eve1y
people on earth at least for a brief time
in tlrnt period and especially \vithin the
past 150 years.
In the process we have fallen victim
to an illusion: namely, tlrnt our dominance of otl1ers-brief as it has beenand our technology spring from superior racial stock. In tl1is we confuse race
with the flowering of a civilization which
really results from complex interactions
with other peoples. And, of course, civilizations rise and fall. Long before the
WORLD OUTLOOK
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Greeks emerged or the Homans came
to power, the Chinese had developed
a remarkably high civilization. Six centuries before Gutenberg, the printing
press with two kinds of moveable tn)e
appeared in China, and from that time
the printing of books flourished. Some
scholars estimate that by 1800 China
contained more printed books than
could then be found in all the rest of
the world. Such were the riches of that
civilization that the Chinese came to
regard themselves as racially superior
to all others. Their homeland was the
great Middle Kingdom, the center of
the world, and those beyond the edge
were barbarians-inferior people. That
civilization has continued unbroken,
through the several dynasties and to
this century's convulsions, for nearly
4000 years.
The white man holds no monopoly on
his belief in racial superiority. That notion infects almost every human society.
The Chinese look down upon the :t\falays, and in East Africa the Indians look
down upon the Africans. In India caste,
especially for the outcastes, operates
basically as racism does. One African
tribe regards another as racially inferior.
Race prejudice and often segregation
are to be found widely throughout mankind.
V\lhy, then, should the world, and especially the non-vVestem world, constantly eJ..JJress its dismay and concern
with the bitter fruit of our racial problem? There are two basic reasons, and
I speak now chiefly with reference to the
United States. First, because . of what
American Christians profess about man
and his relations with others, and also
because this nation's foundation documents-the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution-ringingly
declare the equality, dignity, and rights
of man. Others accuse us of refusing to
practice what we preach.
Second, · because for the first time in
history, almost every people on earth has
lived recently under white political or
economic domination and has experienced white superiority. This is a decisively new fmm of racial experience, in
which the whole world has ]mown the
racial superiority of one people. Today
mankind knows at once of a Selma,
Watts, or Detroit.
The bond among those who have
known white oppression is a worldwide
force of unimaginable magnitude. 'Ve
ourselves have produced it. The Communists have had nothing to do with
creating it, but they often by to manipulate it to their own advantage. It profoundly influences our foreign policy and
relations with other nations. And what
so many like to regard as "only a local
NOVEMBE!l 1967
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Sir Francis Ibiam is shown liere with the Archbishop of Canterbury at the ·w orld
Council of Cl111rcl1es meeting in Enugu, Eastern Nigeria.

community problem" in fact involves us
with the whole world. Thus, the nature
and true dimensions of the local congregation's witness also begin to emerge.
The Revolution in Christian Perspective
This radically new belief in the non'~T estern world in the equality of all men
resists all oppression, including that of
white superiority. The belief comes from
the Christian gospel and the Christian
understanding of man. That it has
spread so widely-even when men do
not know its source-attests to the enormous impact of the gospel outside the
church in shaping mankind's histo1y.
Here unfolding before us is one of God's
mighty actions in history. The church
should interpret what God is. doing in
his world.
Yet a confo1med church ( congregation) which lives chiefly for itself, and
not as God's instrument, cannot declare
what God is doing,, because it can no
longer understand. Instead-and I speak
now of many of our white American congregations-when it views this phenomenon in its midst, it sees only a
movement of ang1y or restive men and
says gravely, "They are going too far
and too fast too soon."
So we come full circle. God's power
at work in the world-a world which
has appropriated part of the gospel
about man-judges the church. Through
its congregations the church proclaims
reconciliation, but in them it exists in
separation. vVe speak readily of ancient
Israel's disobedience, but what is it
like today to be a disobedient generation
of the covenanted people? It usually
means living amidst a racial revolution,

enjoying Olll" congregations as they are,
and hoping they will not change.
IL The Racially Segregated Congregation and Mission
Embracing two-thirds of mankind,
the non- ~Tes tern world associates Christianity with the "white nations" and
South Africa. Germany's elimination of
the Jews, South Africa's repressions,
America's racial conflicts, and Britain's
increasing racial intransigence are
judged to be prima-facie evidence
against the Christian faith. Moreover,
in the ·western world's multi-racial societies, non-whites associate Christianitv
with segregated churches that confon~
to and defend existing patterns in society. Hacialism in the church has a profound bearing upon the Christian mission.
The congregation plays a decisive role,
because its life confiims or refutes the
Christian proclamation. This was so in
the first three centuries. Today on six
continents it is more true than ever before. During much of the past century
in Asia and Africa, the Western missionary had to be taken at his word
and on the basis of what could be judged
from his life. That is no longer so. Most
Protestants have never really understood the local congregation's role in
mission, but to the world the congregation's life is the touchstone that proves
or disproves the gospel.
Our racially separated congregations
seriously affect the mission in our own
land. They influence what is done among
and by Indian-Americans, Asian-Americans, Latin-Americans, and Negro-Americans. They dismay an increasing number of college students who see the
[ 531]
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churches' unwillingness to grapple with
what the gospel demands as evidence of
disobedience.
Moreover, segregated congregations
here seriously impede the Christian mission overseas. For tens of thousands of
non-Christian foreign students in our
midst they confirm their belief in Christianity's hypocrisy. But such churches
also work untold hann on Christian students from other lands. Last September,
you may recall, a Ghanaian Christian
student, the first of his race to attend a
Georgia university, was ejected physically from the church at the edge of the
campus. That congregation fired its pastor the next day because he favored an
open-door policy. Said Samuel Oni, the
student, "It was an agonizing and faithshattering experience."
The validating witness in mission rests .:
'vith the congregation-\vith each congregation. This lesson came home
sharply to the First Baptist Church in
Richmond, Virginia two years ago. On
January 24, 1965, that huge congregation admitted to membership two Africans-the first Negro members in that
body since 1840. Both men were received in the col01fol robes of their
homeland, Nigeria.
Their admission was ruled an "exception," but led to a six-month study of
the congregation's stated policy on admissions, in view of "changed world
conditions."
Sons of Baptist pastors in Nigeria,
both men were then and are studying
for the ministry in Richmond's Negro
seminary and plan to return to Nigeria
as pastors. In Nigeria they are members
of the Southern Baptist Church. Naturally, during their stay in America they
intended to affiliate with their own
church and not with the National Baptist Convention. First Baptist in Richmond, as a major supporter of Baptist
missions in Africa, recognized that to
have applied its policy of 125 years on
these two men would have had devastating consequences for the church in
Nigeria. Faced with the real meaning
of a segregated church for the larger
mission, it broke a precedent of 125
years.
About the outcome of that study?
Since January 1, 1966, First Baptist in
Richmond has followed a new policy. It
now accepts anyone who acknowledges
Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord into
candidacy for membership. Thus far no
other Negroes have applied. That, too,
deserves reflection.
12
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The :Missionary Congregation and Race
The New Testament records the critical problem posed by race for the early
church. The Jew's deep emotional bias
against sitting down to eat with a Gentile matched that of the white Mississippian asked to eat with a Negro. The Jew
also believed that such table fellowship
broke God's law. Inevitably, that outlook
carried over to the first Jewish-Christians.
V/hen Paul wrote to the Galatians, he
was explaining to young new churches
the meaning of faith and of life in the
congregation. The immediate background for what he said had been the
struggle on one momentous issue: was
Christ's gospel to be limited only to
those who observed the Jewish law?
In the encounter with Cornelius, Peter
had been enabled to see God's plan to
bring Gentiles into the church (Acts
10:34-35), and agreement came. The
gospel would be preached to all!
From that moment it was clear: the
church would be drawn from all the
nations and races of men. The people
of God would represent and embody
God's creation of a common humanity
and provide a sign or foretaste of life in
the Kingdom. Paul knew that mission
required the dynamic, visible unity of
Christ's people.
Yet the old belief that God intended
separation remained \vith the Jewish
Christians. This was the issue on which
Paul had attacked Peter and condemned
him to his face when Peter, to satisfy his
Jewish-Christian brethren, refused fellowship with the Gentile Christians
(Gal. 2: 11-13). After explaining this
to the Galatians, Paul wrote:
For as many of you as were baptized into
Christ have put on Christ. There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor
free, there is neither male nor female; for
you are all one in Christ Jesus. (Gal. 3:2728) (Cf. Col. 3 :11)

What had he said? In the congregation of Christ race, status, and sex have
no meaning of distinctive significance.
One who is in Christ accepts these for
what they are, only secondary distinguishing marks, because he is a new
creation. This is the primary mark and
provides the key to his real identity. The
Greek did not need to become a Jew.
In Christ he was already one with the
Jew and could not be separated from
him, no matter how dissimilar their backgrounds.
In the community of the Christian congregation, Paul made plain, the sharpest and deepest separations observed by

the world are transcended in that love
which binds the congregation together
and enables it to testify to the amazing
power of God's love. How many white
congregations today would find it easy
or meaningful-v.rithout even considering full table fellowship-to share at the
altar with a Negro congregation in the
one meal that belongs to all Christians?
Consider then how far we have departed
from the inclusive unity of the congregation, a unity intended as basic equipment for its mission. The New Testament
provides no warrant for separating congregations on the basis of human differences.
By the second century, the church had
become so inclusive and cohesive and
was so convinced that it embodied God's
design for the human community, that
it referred to itself as "the third race."
That its racially and socially diverse but ·
unified congregations were widely noted
in the Empire is clear, for their opponents also designated the Christians a
third race-that is, in their eyes even
more despicable than the Jews. This
unity in diversity heightened the Christians' sense of being a people united by
God's love. To hundreds of thousands,
among them the weak and the dispossessed, becoming part of this supportive
community representative of all mankind made an enormous appeal. As a
result, Christians developed a strong
sense of being at the determining center
of history.
Today the world has become one community. Yet the mobility and interpenetration of peoples that have made it so
are also everywhere aggravating racial
differences. The need for racial accommodation looms larger for mankind than
ever before. Can faith say other than
that in God's providence the world
Christian community has appeared in
the fulness of time? Upon the church
within that community God has now
laid a massive test of obedience.
Our call to the obedience required in
this moment of history is clear. The congregation must evidence mankind's unity
under God. It provides a sign of that for
which we pray when we say, "Thy Kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven."
A racially divided and segregated church
blasphemously denies the very gospel it
proclaims.
The Congregation and Race. My concern here is not with civil rights, not
with the elimination of the Central Jurisdiction-important as these are-but
with the congregation. It holds the key.
For Christians the problem of race is
(Continued on page 50)
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"The summer is ended,
And we are not saved''
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There is always a kind of sadness
which marks the end of summer. We
like the change of pace summer usually
hrings and we resent the quickened
step that autumn days require of us. Or
we like the warmth and fragrance which
summer days afford and we hate to see
these go.
It was only a few short weeks ago
that mild, summer days appeared to
offer such rich promise. But somehow
much of it never seems to have been
realized. The books we intended to read
lie unopened. The projects we planned
remain projects and not achievements.
Our recreation has not turned out to be
re-creation. Where has the summer gone,
anyway? And, of course, for the young
there is always the prospect of turning
back to school after the freedom of vacation days.
The prophet Jeremiah seized upon
this very idea. "The harvest is past. The
summer is ended. And we are not saved."
There is something eternal about this
word of unrealized hope and consequent
regret.
It was a long, hot summer-this year
particularly. This is not a mere observation about the weather. The long, hot
summer has come to have a very different association for us. It speaks about
the moral climate. It refers to patience
worn thin; to frustrations which have
built up unendurable pressures; to expanding tensions; to deeply ruffled feelings; to anger that has reached the boiling point; to hatred that brims over and
lashes out; to violence and destruction
long suppressed. This summer has been
crowded with a succession of volatile
events.
First of ·all, there was the surprising
six-day war in the Middle East. It
NOVEMBER 1967

caught most of us unawares. It was easy
to forget that not peace but an uncertain armistice had prevailed for twenty
years in the Eastern Mediterranean
lands. It was easy to forget the thousands of Arab refugees longing for
homes from which they had been dispossessed; easy to ignore the seemingly
idle threats to Israel by her neighbors;
to forget that nothing had been settled;
to be unmindful of steady military
build-up; to ignore the U.N. when it
served our purpose to do so, yet to expect it to be strong and ready in case
we wished to use it. Before our unseeing
eyes the area suddenly became a seething cauldron which £nally boiled over.
Even now, six months later, the
wounds of all parties remain open sores,
desperately in need of healing. Neither
participants nor onlookers can forever
tolerate this ex-plosive situation. But we
can hope for and work for a just peaceand soon. It has been a long, hot summer in the Holy Land.
And then there's Vietnam. There
seems always to be Vietnam. The world
cannot forget it nor can any American
community forget it, as ever-mounting
casualty figures bear their ill tidings in
upon us. Few international issues have
ever so perplexed our statesmen or so
divided our people. On one thing nearly
everyone appears to agree: that we wish
we had never gotten into the struggle in
the first place. How and why did we do
so? Nearly as many would be in agreement in their wish that we could bring
the matter to a speedy and graceful
halt. But how? One other fact seems
clearer at the end of this long, hot stunmer than it did at its beginning: we are
not quite so sure now that we have invested our national strength and re-

sources at the proper place in the struggle for liberty.
Is the meaning of justice and freedom
at this moment to be determined half a
world away or within our own borders?
This is the perplexing question which
the long, hot summer so sharply posed
for us.
For it was a particularly long hot summer here at home. Ask anyone in Detroit, or in Newark, or in Boston or in
Providence, or in fifty other cities all
across our land. Ask hundreds of families which have lost loved ones. Ask
thousands of merchants who have '1ost
everything" as they have had their stores
pillaged and burned. Ask policemen and
firemen or thousands of long pent-up
people who finally let go. What could
not possibly happen has happened, and
it is to the shame of us all.
Only a few days ago I had occasion to
be in Detroit and was shown through
that startled city. It is deeply scarred by
civil disorder. Vilhat surprised me most
was the extent, for the marks of violence
are scattered over an area measuring
twelve miles by eighteen miles. 'Vithin
this territory there were literally thousands of fires and thousands more of
fire alaims. Though destmction appeared at times to have been wanton, visited on white and black alike,
it did not seem to be entirely indiscriminate but sb"angely selective. Apparently
memory is long when it comes to longendured ex-ploitation or supposed exploitation by price gouging and overcharging. Violence seemed to be visited
especially where these practices were
alleged. Naturally, the baser elements
and habitual criminals took advantage
of the situation. Nah1rally also multitudes of the innocent suffered. Yet lnm[ 533
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"The summer is ended, and we are not saved"
dreds of people who were not by habit it: there's more of the same and worse
criminal were swept along by mob spirit. than Detroit ahead for us.
The fact is that the majority commuNor were all the participants of one
race only. Vi'l1ite and Negro alike were nity has not heard when the dispossessed
involved and people from both com- has cried out in his agony of deprivation.
munities indulged in looting, violence Our ears have been deaf to his despairing cry. It is not merely that we have
and destruction.
Those who are competent to judge ignored his suffering. It is that we have
call it not merely a race riot but a racial too often acted just as if he were not
upheaval with strong economic over- there at all. It's not just that he wants
tones. Once such venom is released it help; he wants even more to be heard.
seems to :k"Tiow neither bonds nor re- The civil disorders have been tragic
straint. All I can say is that block after beyond description; but not to hear,
gruesome block of Detroit resembled not to see the plight of our fellowman in
nothing so much as the pictures one has his mise1y is more tragic still. Recall that
often seen of the ruins of French and it was the religious persons-the priest
Belgian villages after the devastation of and the Levite-in the parable who
World War I. Even so, there is an irony passed by on the other side.
in the fact that this catastrophe should
The fact is that today there is not a
have overtaken Detroit, whose slums are single Negro citizen without a deep
far from the worst in our country and grievance. But now he will be heard!
whose record in race relations had been .c Now he will call attention to himself!
The situation is irreversible. There is no
among the best.
The question obviously comes to us: turning back. Never again will the AmerWhy? It is all too easy to say that we do ican Negro-will the man of color anynot k"TIOw why. "'ould not it be far more where-willingly accept second-class
truthful to confess that we do know? citizenship or any longer be deprived of
A half dozen years ago Dr. James B. his personhood. Herein lies the urgency
Conant, former President of Harvard of the situation. Shall racism become a
University, warned us that we were world-wide scourge or shall it be solved
allowing "social dynamite" to accumu- here in this country which we so greatly
late in our cities. Its ingredients were love?
over-crowded ghettos, educational dropHave we not, in fact, reached even beouts, unemployment of Negro youths far yond the point about which the old Afriout of proportion to that prevailing can pastor spoke in Cry, the Beloved
among their white counterparts, careful Country: "I have one great fear, that
containment of socially unacceptable one day when they (the South African
people, filthy streets, miserable housing whites) tum to loving, they will find
infested with rats; abysmally low self- that we have turned to hating." We, the
esteem on the part of those who live majority community, have not yet turned
there. V/hat a fertile soil for the dema- to loving.
gogue to grow in! To tolerate these
What a harvest has been ours! What a
conditions is to become responsible for long, hot summer has finally ended! And
creating the Stokely Carmichaels and still we are not saved! Jeremiah surely
the "Rap" Browns in our midst; while spoke for our time as well as for his
at the same time despising constructive own-"The harvest is past, the summer
Negro leaders.
is ended, and we are not saved." Yet the
Then there was the breakdown of prophet had a further word to say. It is
communication. So it is that a recent a wistful, longing cry: "Is there no balm
article in the New York Times Magazine in Gilead? Is there no physician there?"
bears the title: "Whitey Hasn't Got the When the wound is most sore, the cry
Message." Selma, Alabama, did not get for healing is most plaintive. It is movit over to us. The meaning of Watts did ing to recall that it is a Negro spiritual
not really get through to us. Did we sup- which seizes upon this very text and
pose that James Baldwin's book, The sings: "There is a balm in Gilead to
Fire Next Time, was merely an exercise make the wounded whole; there is a
in poetic license and literary exaggera- balm in Gilead to heal the sin-sick soul."
tion? If we got around to reading Tlie Jesus says, however, that the harvest is
Autobiography of Malcolm X, did we not past, nor even four months away;
merely conclude that he was an unpleas- rather, the fields are now white unto
ant person, or did it teach us that so harvest, if we will work at it.
far we have only been playing with the
How shall we Christians avail ourrace issue in this country? The fact is selves of this God-given healing? First
that "Whitey" has not yet got the mes- of all, by recognizing that race relations
sage. And if we do not get it, let's face have now reached a quite new stage.
14
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The old patterns no loriger fit. The old
half-answers will no longer do. Minor
adjustments will not suffice. It is not
enough to "gild the ghetto," as someone
has said. The policy of containment and
isolation of minority groups can no
longer be relied on. Nor can the use of
dogs and forceful suppression. No single
section of the community must have the
mark of rejection upon it, for we are
in a new day and new demands are
upon us.
Then again, we dare not lose heart nor
falter in hope. Even in the fact of the
riots, tragic and terrifying as they have
been, there is some ground for hope.
We have faced this extremity but the
majority community has not lashed back
with the full power of relentless fury.
Those in authority have used some restraint. In this long, hot summer we
may in reality and at long last be addressing ourselves to the real issues, so
long evaded and avoided.
Moreover, we dare not in the days
ahead succumb to recrimination, to
blind backlash, to apportioning of blame,
to the calling of names. (One of our
governors has called rioters "mad
dogs.") Men of goodwill need not lose
heart, and may well remember that the
deliverance of the children of Israel was
preceded by the visitation of plagues
upon Egypt. We are really living in
great days when we may be nearer than
ever before to the payment in full of
our count1y's promise of liberty and
justice for all.
Nor dare we panic for this is a sure
sign of immaturity and a failure of nerve.
The demagogues and hucksters of hate
can work their havoc only where Christian faith is weak and men of goodwill
falter. These hate-mongers must not
determine the attitudes or methods or
goals of those who would be fellowlaborers with God for the redemption of
our ailing society.
Above all, if healing is to be found,
the Christian, white or black, will assume a foll measure of responsibility
for what has happened across our land.
This is the pathway toward redemption.
Did not Jes us redeem mankind precisely by identifying himself fully with
sinful men? He did not love only those
who loved Him; He loved and forgave
even those who crucified Him. In identifying himself with every man He identified Himself with the very love of
God. At one and the same time He
showed us what God is like and what
we must be like. He died not for righteous men but for sinners. As all men,
without any exception, are equal in
WORLD OUTLOOK
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God's sight, so they must all be seen as
acceptable in God's sight. Thus Jesus
showed forth true love in sharing the
pmvose of God in loving all men and
hating none. He bids us also to love our
enemies-without exception-to bless
them that persecute us; to pray for them
that despitefully use us.
Our summons, then, is to assume responsibility for what has happened in
Detroit and clear across our nation. \Ve
are to assume responsibility for evil in
the world. In doing so we identify ourselves with the least person for whom
Christ died. This is the road that transforms hurt to healing. Here is the sure
way of salvation.
Having seen this and acted upon it,
reconciliation may well be possible. The
way forward will not be easy but costly.
It will require that Americans think in
' new dimensions and be ready to go
forward further than ever before. It
will require the most earnest effort and
wisdom of leaders from all parts of our
society and from all races. And it will
call for a mobilization of energies and
resources after the all-out manner that
characterized our people during \~Torld
\Var II. Now the enemies are clear:
racial hatred, injustice and degrading
poverty. The stakes are high and the
whole future of our country and civilization itself may well be in the balance .
I have referred to the devastation
which has marked Detroit. But there was
one great symbol of hope which I observed there. In the midst of the destruction there is a Roman Catholic Academy
of the Sacred Heart. On a corner of the
campus facing a busy street there is a
statue of Christ with outstretched hands.
In the midst of the disturbances someone painted the face and hands black.
The Academy authorities are going to
leave it that way. For the painter did
not disfigure the statue; he really restored it-in fact, he restored a great
truth to it. For Jesus Christ belongs to
the whole world and to every man.
Somehow he belongs there just that
way. vVhere men suffer, there He is at
work. \Vhere men may do their worst,
there He is present to redeem. So long
as this is tme, and it is always true, even
at the end of a long, hot summer there
is hope that we shall be saved. "The
harvest is past, the summer is ended,
and we are not saved." But we can be.

1

"Is the meaning of justice and freedom at tliis moment to be
determined half a world away or within our own borders?" Here,
North Vietnamese put out the fire at the Foreign Language Secondary
School, ~vhich reportedly 1vas destroyed by U.S. bombs in the air
raid of Ma(J 12, 1967. (BELOW):
"The civil disorders have been tragic beyond description; but not to
hear, not to see the plight of our fellowman in his misery is more
tragic still."

•
''The summer 1s
ended, and we are not saved"

NOVEMBER 1967
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BY WILLIAM D. TIFFIN

THE
RENE
E SEEK
Docs the renewal of the church, and more specifically The (United)
Methodist Church, require major structural changes? If so, what are they?
In this forthright article, one approach is suggested by the Rev. William
Tiffin, pastor of St. John's Methodist Church, Winter Haven, Florida. We
would welcome comments and reactions to Mr. Tiffin's article, in the hope
that this subject will receive the debate that it deserves.
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The Methodist Church can have renewal just as soon as a General Conference wants it. Unfortunately, large memberships, increasing budgets, ornate
buildings and unanimity of opinion
seemingly are more earnestly desired.
At least such have been the apparent
motivation behind a succession of quadrennial programs, proposed by the General Conference and promoted by t11e
paid staffs of our General Boards. The
tragic result is Tl1e Methodist Church lws
programmed itself to preoent renewal.
Those requirements so essential to recovery of spiritual health nm counter to
our "success image" and we obviously
are not yet willing to see that picture of
ourselves tarnished. How long will it
take us to realize that we can either be
a Church of God or a comfortable, middle class club, but not both?
Among leaders of Church Renewal it
is usually acl-nowledged that two basic
thrusts are necessary before a congregation may e:1.-perience renewal: faith in
Goel e:-..-pressed in co11Jorate worship, and
faith in God e:..-pressecl in mission.
But the average Mr. and ~frs. Methodist Layman simply do not have the
opportunities to do either. The Methodist Church, unintentionally perhaps, has
been careful to prevent those experiences at a depth level by an abundance
16
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of program: program conceived one to
four years earlier and safely removed
from the needs and concerns of tl1e local
congregation.
The lay leadership of most Methodist
charges, middle class as it is, has limited
time and energy for "church work" as a
result of heavy demands from vocational and civic duties. There would be
ample to stir up the nres of renewal,
however, if we did not misuse the available time, talent and energy of members
in a continuous series of meaningless
meetings.
The calendars of most Metl1odist
Churches are silent witnesses to this indictment, cluttered with Commissions,
committees and Board meetings designed to "pump the program" but which
do little for renewal of the local congregations. After connectional obligations
are fulfllled, no time, energy or inclination is left for the spiritual needs of the
members.
For what does the local congregation
exist: to perpetuate an institution or to
nurture faith and action in the people
of Goel? Is it a servant of the Master or
a master to be served?
From the General Conference down
through the Jurisdictions and Districts
we are programming ourselves to prevent renewal at the local church level.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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As a result, we have no authoritative
and redemptive \i\lord to speak in our
communities. Our youth see an institution dedicated to the status quo and
irrelevant to our generation. Thus they
turn to the Peace Corps and invest their
lives there. Idealistic ministers become
disillusioned with the "credibility-gap"
between faith and action and turn to
secular vocations. Members grow weary
and bored with meaningless meetings
and uninspiring worship services, and
so they play golf or read the comics on
Sunday morning.
Our spiritual sic1'11ess can be seen
readily by the symptoms: a declining
growth rate in membership and a loss in
Sunday school attendance. Alarmed, the
answer given is still another program
designed to prevent such, but which in
fact perpetuates our problem!
Renewal of the local congregation,
strangely enough, begins in the Methodist Church at the General Conference.
This body has the authority to set goals
and goals ultimately determine directions. This ecclesiastical legislature must
have the faith to "give the Church back
to the local congregation." The institutional church must be willing to lose her
life if the local church is to find its life!
The next General Conference should
make' a welcomed start by restoring integrity to church membership. The present situation is a farce! We are so addicted to the idea of ten million members that in discussing racial justice we
quiver when threatened with a loss of
three million. The result is, another compromise on the Central Jurisdiction, further injustice, and a witness to the world
that in our denomination harmony is to
be desired over righteousness. What has
happened to our Methodist sensitivity to
social ills and to our sense of values?
We have simply paid too much for
members and as a result we lack the
power to act decisively on even the essentials of our faith. Most Methodist
congregations receive adults and sometimes youth without a pretense of membership training and often transfer them
in without their being there. Is it any
wonder that we are powerless to act
on controversial social issues?
Once on the membership rolls members cannot be removed except by Quarterly Conference action after three years
of refusals to attend or give (Par. 127).
Most Commissions on Evangelism, after
reading the Disciplinary requirement on
removing members, and faced with their
other duties, simply · find it easier to
carry the "deadwood" on the rolls. Then
too, District Superintendents have been
known to discourage the removal of
members!
The General Conference has the duty
NOVEMBER 1967

to set membership standards (Par. 8).
A minimum ought to involve: ( 1) Probationary membership for six months
during which time prospects would be
trained in the faith and history of the
church; ( 2) Attendance at one worship
service a week three fourths of the time;
( 3) Pledging to the annual budget; and,
( 4) Agreeing to be active in a studymission group.
The membership of each local congregation should be examined annually.
Those failing to meet the requirements,
except prohibited by sickness or hardship, ought to be removed from the rolls.
Membership could be renewed by public re-affirmation of vows.
Under such discipline we might "lose
weight," as a certain southern Bishop is
reported to have said, "but we would
gain strength!"
Commissions, with their 20 or 30 committees, standing committees, the Woman's Society of Christian Service and the
Methodist Men's Club simply ought to
be abolished as obsolete. At least they
should be made optional. The District
Conference certainly ought to be discarded and the First Quarterly Conference could well be eliminated.
Needs and interests of tlie local congregation basically slio11ld determine the
program which a church adopts.

Undoubtedly, a large number of
Methodist charges would find themselves organizing some of the same commissions, such as Education, Missions,
Membership and Evangelism and Finance. Some church might choose to
continue separate women's and men's
groups, while others would have couples'
clubs. Regardless of the forms, they
would have been created for a recognized purpose, and not because the Discipline requires them or in order to have
"something to report at Quarterly Conference."
In December, 1966, WoRLD OUTLOOK
commented caustically on the Adjourned
Session of General Conference called to
consider the union of the Methodist and
Evangelical United Brethren Churches.
"It is more clear at each succeeding General Conference," it wrote, "that the machinery and procedure of the General
Conference itself have become demonic."
While most might not agree that the
"machinery and procedure of the General Conference have . . . become demonic," yet it is undeniably true that
such is preventing the renewal of The
Methodist Church. It is time for the
next General Conference to let go of
faith in program and organization and
pe1mit the winds of the Holy Spirit to
lead us to the renewal we must have,
or perish!

"For wlwt docs the local collgrcgatio11 exist?"

[ .587]
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THE
DIMENSIONS
OF

APOCALYPSE
PHOTOGHAPllS BY JOllN TAYLOR
Development is what is not happening fast enough in today's world.
Starvation is responsible directly or indirectly for some forty million deaths
each year. Population is outstripping food production. The rich grow richer
and the poor poorer. We are in the latter half of what the United Nations
has called the Development Decade. Already the noble aim of upping the
output of "developing" nations has foundered on the rock of political
expediency and failure of nerve. Development implies gradual evolution to
fuJlc1· maturity. What we are witnessing is, on the surface at least, a
not-so-gradual movement toward chaos and misery such as the world has
never known.
But the worJcl can, if it chooses, "come of age." The money is there.
The talent exists. Even if justice were to replace current policies it is
already too late to eliminate disasters which will take place during the next
several years. But there is at least the possibility that, over several decades,
world power could overcome impending famine and begin a true process
of development. What makes the situation apocalyptic is precisely that we
do have a choice in the matter, a necessary choice, an immediate choice:
we can allow the world to blow up or we can change the course of history.

I

-Stephen C. Rose

Text excerpted from speeches
delivered to the World Conj erence
on Church and Society, Geneva, July, 1966.
Photographs and text used by permission of
"The Development Apocalypse."
18
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Our demand can be likened to the new cry among some young
and articulate Negroes of the U.S.A. for "Black Power."
Charity, called aid, from the rich and the technologically
advanced, is not the answer;. "understanding" is not satis·
factory; concession by way of trade, even if this would be
made equitable by the rich, is merely au attempt to postpone
the evil day. Nothing short of real participation in the exercise
of all important power will avert the coming revolution.
Technology, trade or aid, is not central. What is central is
political power in the world.
-'Bola Jo·e
l:l
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Let the Church discover and
identify itself with groups of
people that suffer because of
unjust situations, and who have
110 way of making themselves
beard. The Church should
he the voice of those who
have no one. The Church must
discover those groups and
identify herself with them.
Here is the modern Way of the
Cross, the way of Christian
responsibility.
-Emilio Castro
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I cannot believe that secularism and technology will remain
humane and enhance humanity unless they are accompanied
by a sense of the transcendent and the mystery of the selftran~cendence

of the human person, and unless they have
some religious basis for affirming that the science of man is
personal.

-M. M. Thomas
NOVEMBEH HJG7
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The crisis of the churches is in the fear of irrelevance horn
of man's recovery of nerve. It is an agonizing crisis, because
there is nothing so dead as irrelevance ·which leaves not
even a 1nemory.
-Emmanuel G. M:esthene
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is gnly in serious reflection on
· :the meani~g of revolution ancl in

[ _··). /:,~~M~~~HJ7 revolutio1~ary partic~pation
·:/::..:;tnah tµe Church will enable Its
..,,.. ; . ·,
f , .,, • · ·<:;:1,l1~1iihers to engage themselves in
! > ···.. 1~~ti6n building in these revolu1 '.:

j·, ...:,:·<<.:':.;:

tion,a ry days. Only in this way
would theology once again he
the life of the Church
-Emilio Castro
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Compassion or Des,rz

British Economist Robert Theobalcl is
an aclvisor to the University Christian
Movement.
·

It is now clear that man has the power
to change the world in which he lives.
The profound issue we face today is
whether we will develop the insight
required to control this power.
Unfortunately, however, our understanding of the potential of this growing
power has not yet been accompanied
by an equal understanding that its careless use may eliminate life on this planet.
Four factors have combined to create
man's extensive power today.
The first is energy. We know that
energy is the prime mover of the universe. Up to the present, we have been

One iss11e posed by tlie computer is the nature of the activities which should not be
structured.
Factory full of Robots is what it looks like,
but the Expo '67 exhibit contains just one
continuously operating Unimate industrial
robot that controls and feeds Czeclwslovakian lathe in fo11r-walled refiective mirror
room. Mirror's volume gives the dramatic
illusion of many Unimate robots at work-a
familiar sigl1t in factories of the future.
26
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using the fossil fuels laid down by nature over the planet's history. This
threatened us with the end of our energy
sources. Today, however, research in
the nuclear sciences promises an inexhaustible supply of energy. Thus, we
will be able to mine low-grade minerals
and the sea, to turn salt water into fresh
water on a massive scale and "make the
desert blossom like the rose," in fact
to produce everything we consider
worthwhile.
The second is man's increasing understanding of the micro-structure of nature. From time's beginning man has
enriched his environment by changing
the shape and nature of natural objects
to create new potentials. Our growing
understanding of the microstructure of
nature now pennits us to go beyond
materials naturally available in order to
create materials with any desirable set
of characteristics. This capacity to
change the microstructure of nature is
not confined to inanimate objects. 'Ve
will soon be able to manipulate life itself. Information about the genetic structure of the brain and the process of aging
will provide the power to change man's
body and mind to a growing extent.
Thirdly, there is the greater availability of brain-power. Man's ability to produce what he requires to eat, to clothe
and shelter himself using an ever-smaller

proportion of people's energies, has
freed enormous quantities of time as
compared to the period of the industrial
revolution of the nineteenth century.
Much of the time and energy released is
being used for education. As a result of
this ever-growing use of human energy
in information gathering, it has been
estimated that the volume of available
information doubles every ten years.
But does this greater information
necessarily mean greater knowledge?
More and more people argue that the
process of education today minimizes
the possibility of creating knowledge by
demanding ingurgitation and regurgitation, rather than giving opportunity to
learn how to learn and to engage in
solving the new problems.
Finally, the most significant single result of man's growing information is the
computer. Already far more effective
than man in any situation requiring
maximum speed and repetitive calculations, it will foreseeably take over any
task for which decision-making rules can
be set in advance. These tasks include
not only the production and clerical jobs
normally seen as threatened by the cybernation process, but also many activities of professionals such as engineers,
bankers, accountants, lawyers, and architects. Irving Kaplan has studied 500
occupations randomly chosen from the
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Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by the United States Employment
Service; of these occupations, 300 were
judged to be replaceable by automation
and standardization, 106 to be replaceable due to technical change and innovation, 71 to be partially replaceable and
23 resistant to displacement.
Two major implications spring from
the fact that the computer is a logic machine of increasing power. First, it
should be clear that if you ask the computer a stupid question you will get a
stupid answer. Or in computer terminology: "garbage in-garbage out," or
still more briefly, "gigo."
The second issue posed by the computer is the nature of the activities which
should not be structured. All activities
can be structured if we are willing to
eliminate all the elements which make
them unpredictable. The present evidence is that we are moving in this direction. Thus, for example, more and
more universities are interested in the
"interface" between the student and infonnation-a structured activity-than
in the learning process for the total student-an unstructured activity. We need
to consider what is "human" about the
human being and how we should preserve and develop '1mmanness" in an
era when we have the power to do what
we want.

Problems Merge into Global Threat
Our problems, however, are not only
philosophical: they are also immediate
and practical. For instance, the massive
boom of the first half of the 1960's has
been deeply Hawed, for it has failed to
improve the lot of a substantial part of
the population. Despite all the efforts
to help those least able to help themselves, the internal gap between the
rich and the poor has not closed and
may well have widened. Indeed, a recent report of the Department of Labor
concluded that no pattern of economic
growth would eliminate sub-employment in the ghettos.
Another problem . is that the gap between the rich and the poor countries
has been widening steadily in recent
years. Indeed, the annual increase in
income per capita in some of the rich
countries will continue to exceed the
total income per capita in some of the
poor. In addition, major famines are inevitable in the poor countries without
profound alterations in present trends.
These two crises threaten to merge
into a global threat-a split between the
privileged and the underprivileged,
which implies a split between those
with white faces and the majority of the
world who are non-white. Our willingness to deal \vith this potential split on
an immediate realistic basis will deter-

mine whether we will have the time and
the wisdom to deal with the longer range
crises which confront us and for which
we must start to find solutions: the
changing of our habitation patterns, the
continuing destruction of the countryside and the cities, our ability to affect
our own bodies and minds, and profound shifts in age and sex relationships.
In order to help the American
public better understand the crucial and complex problems outlined in Mr. Theobalcl's article
twenty-five national organizations
arc joining forces to organize a
network of thousands of small
study groups across the country,
starting this fall. Focal point of the
discussions will be a special series
of four half-hour color television
shows to be shown during the
month of November on "Look Up
and Live"-CBS-TV's regular religious program. Title of the
special series, which is being
produced in cooperation with the
Broadcasting and Film Commis·
sion of the National Council of
Churches, is "Choice-the Imperative of Tomorrow."
For information about how you
can participate write: Information
Service, "Choice," c/o Mr. David
Dubin, Rm. 758, 4,75 Riverside
Drive, New York, N. Y. 10027
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In September, seventeen church bodies held a Consultation on
Church and Community Life in Columbus, Ohio, to examine
the church's place in non-urban areas of American life. How
successful was this look? Following are two vastly different
i·eactions to the meeting.

CONSULTATION IN COLUMBUS
By Elizabeth Watson
If there were people passing by Mershon Auditorium in the early evening
of September 5, they heard a mighty
chorus, as seventeen hundred voices proclaimed "All Hail the Power of Jesus'
Name .... And Crown Him Lord of All."
With this hymn, the National Consultation on the Church in Communi1:y
Life, a special kind of interracial and
interfaith meeting, began its four-day
session in Columbus, Ohio.
This ecumenical gathering of ministers and laymen interested in rural
church life rejoiced in the jaw-breaking
title of:
"An examination of the clmrch's ministry
in non-metropolitan society through ecumenical planning by key church leaders
composed of local community leadership,
and national and judicatory executives of
the cooperating church bodies."

These cooperating church bodies
were The American Baptist Convention;
Christian Churches
(Disciples
of
Christ); Church of God (Anderson,
Indiana); Church of the Brethren;
Evangelical United Brethren Church
( E. U. B.); American Lutheran Church;
Lutheran Church in America; The
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod; The
Methodist Church; Presbyterian Church

in the U. S.; Protestant Episcopal
Church; Reformed Church in America;
Roman Catholic Church; United Church
of Christ; United Presbyterian Church
in U. S. A.; State Councils of Churches,
and National Council of Churches of
Christ.
The Ohio State University was the
gracious host, making available to the
delegates its facilities in dormitory
space, dining rooms, Press room, mail,
First Aid, and meeting places.
This Consultation was history-in-themaking. It was the £rst consultation of
its kind ever to be called, although the
Methodists have held Town and Country
conferences at four-year intervals since
1947. It was a meeting that dealt more
with questions than with answers. Indeed, its leaders made a point of declaring that no pronouncements were to be
laid down as Findings.
There were lectures, panel discussions,
consultation groups, worship sen ices,
music, and singing.
As one member of a panel said: "The
ve1y fact that we are here is progress.
The £rst step must be dialogue."
Methodist Bishop Newell Booth,
chairman of the Program Committee,
presided at all sessions.
Methodist Bishop Gerald Ensley of

Bishop Booth (left) presided at all sessions.
Dr. Littell was the speaker for tlie worship sessions.
28
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the ·west Ohio Area presided at one of
the panel sessions.
Dr. Franklin Littell, president of Iowa
vVesleyan College, was the speaker for
the worship sessions.
Dr. Paul !lifiller, assistant secretary
for Education, Department of Health,
Education, and \Velfare, \Vashington,
spoke on "The Sb·ategy of Process-A
Message of Motivation."
There were many other distinguished
leaders from the various church bodies
to speak to the Consultation's over-all
theme of "Responding to God in Unity
and Community."
Mrs. Marion Downs, a concert soloist
who is widely ln1own for interpreting her
race through the medium of folk songs
and spirituals, was the leader in the
music sessions. The hymns and spirituals
included "Go, Tell It on the Mountain";
"Gloria in Excelsis Deo"; "This is my
Father's vVorld"; and "Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot."
On Wednesday evening a "contemporaiy service of worship" was presented
in the auditorium. This was composed of
an odd combination of drama, singing,
instrumental music, poeby, dance, and
movies with loud sound effects.
\Ve asked several people for their
(Continued on page 30)

Mrs. Marion Downs teas leader of t11e singing sessions at the co11srtltation.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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Another Opinion
DO NOTHING CONSULTATIONS
By Charles Brewster
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It is time for church leaders to call a
national consultation to discuss how the
Church can get along with fewer donothing national consultations.
The National Consultation on the
Church in Community Life, held for four
days in September at The Ohio State
University, was typical of those consultations memorable for what they do
not do.
Eighteen hundred delegates came
from all parts of the country representing
the work of mainline Protestant denominations and the Roman Catholic Church
in so-called non-metropolitan areas. Most
of the delegates were pastors or members
of small churches in rural or semi-rural
areas and had driven long distances or
come by bus to attend the consultation.
There was, of course, the usual complement of Bishops and bureaucrats who
jetted in from New York, Evanston, and
other urban centers.
The consultation followed the usual
format with speech after speech detailing what the delegates ah·eady 1.11ew;
namely, the Church is in trouble in rural
America. (Unbelievably, the keynoter
thought he was addressing a consultation
on "the Church in urban America").
There was the customary avant garde
worship service to introduce the dele-

There were 1wmero11s small discussion
groups and planning sessions.
NOVEMBER 1967

gates to the twentieth century.
The only really unusual element in
the speeches of this particular consultation (almost all the speeches could have
been given at other consultations-and
probably have been) was that virtually
everything specific was said by the
leader of the worship services. Dr.
Franklin Littell called for the churches
to counterattack the dsing tide of rightist
exb·emism that is "polluting the air
waves" in our rural areas.
It is not quite b·ue to say that the
Consultation on the Church in Community Life did nothing. In fact, it did
what church consultations are supposed
to do these days by whipping itself in
public and saying over and over again
what a terrible job tl1e Church is doing.
The world has grown accustomed to this
peculiar masochism that the Church,
alone among institutions in society, feels
constrained to exhibit periodically. One
suspects that this exercise in humility is
intended to permit our returning to
"business as usual."
'~'hat, then, could have been done?
W'ell, for a starter, the Consultation
could have thought of those four days as
part of tlie Mission of tlie Clmrcl1, rather
than merely preparation for the :Mission
of the Church. That is, those four days

could have been used creatively as actual
mission in the world, in addition to
talking about mission through the home
churches. There is no reason to believe
that mission should be suspended because a big group has a consultation.
Here was a remarkable opportunity
for delegates from non-metropolitan
churches to say something on behalf of
the people with whom they work about
the forces . that are shaping American
non-urban life today. Is it too much to
ask, for instance, that a consultation
concerned with economically depressed
rural areas speak out on the failure of
the vVar on Poverty in their areas, the
need for increased funds, the priority of
that war to the war in Vietnam, and the
failure of Congress to understand the
plight of these areas? Could not this
consultation have acted for four days as
a lobbyist for the just causes of our nonmetropolitan areas? Urban churches and
those local rural churches which are
actively engaged in a servant ministry
have long ago gotten over the idea that
what the Government does is no business
of theirs. Couldn't this consultation have
obtained the same maturity of thought?
Dr. Littell came the closest to this
sort of mission when he detailed many
(Continued on page 30)

This was tlie "music" for a liu11111 in tl1e
"Contemporary Sernice of Worsliip."
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CONSULTATION IN COLUMBUS
(Continued from page 28)
opinions of this modern interpretation
of worship. And we received assorted
answers, such as:
Confusing; clwllenging; not worship,
for me; too lo11d; relevant; not relevant;
liked it.
In the vestibule outside the auclitorium, browsers and buyers found a
goodly selection of books, booklets, leaflets, and brochures, about town and
country churches, ecumenism, grass
roots, world hunger, and other pertinent
topics.
Some of the questions raised at this
Consultation were:
\Vho are t71e key persons to influence
decisions 011 ec11menical planning for::
mission in smaller 11011-metropolitan
comm1111ities?
Is tliere a line between the clmrcli and
the world? If so, wliere is it?
Can new strnctures and experiments
be devised to fulfill our mission with all
the people of a community?
1''here have we [religious leaders]
failed?
Wlwt slwll a man believe?
How can the church interest new recrnits in the rural ministry?
Some answers given or suggested (not
always apropos to the questions) included:
If the church is to be renewed, its
people must be renewed.

Structure in church life brings a certain kind of freedom to the minister.
Religion must stand for stability and
tradition, but at the same time it must
also welcome change and creativity.
\Ve must present the world acceptable
to the gospel, rather than try to present
the gospel as acceptable to the world.
Catholics and Protestants will get
closer to each other faster through joint
Christian participation in the mission
of the church in the world than [they
will] through classical theological
dialogue.
Identification requires a willingness
not only to reach out, but also to touch
[in healing].
\Ve need to move in the direction of
whole-ness rather than one-ness.
Don't sell the rural people short!
The mood of the delegates to this
assembly was, in general, one of cheerfulness. This, despite the mass of gloomy
titles which were rained down upon
their heads in the speeches and sessions.
Some of the more pessimistic words and
phrases were: "fragmented church";
"inertia"; "ducking the issue"; "pride
and prejudice"; "overwhelming complex"; "confusion as to the church's mission"; "church has lost its grip"; "failure
in dealing with many of the great issues";
"breakdown in the community"; "failures
to fulfill the potential"; and "the church
has failed in a world that appears to be

DO NOTHING CONSULTATIONS
(Continued from page 29)
specific problems of Town and Counhy
areas, from water pollution, to strip mining, to rampant lumber companies.
"As long as selfish interests and reactionary politicians," he said, "can
continue to prey upon the rural prejudice
toward the city, and paint the government in \Vashington as the major enemy
of the republic, greed will govern and
the interest of all our people will suffer.
The present governor of California, who
is determined to let private companies
have their way with the public redwoods, is not only robbing the people
of California: he is betraying a trust to
the children and children's children of
all of us."
Littell could have made these statements to the press in his own living
room with as much public effect. \Vhat
would have made a difference would
30
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By Elizabeth Watson

dissolving in a storm of violence."
If this Consultation should be outlined
in verbs, it perhaps would read: meet,
know, look, listen, discuss, talk, sing,
read, hope, and adfoum in good will.
A taped radio program of half an hour,
moderated by Mr. Maurice Wieting,
director of infmmation of the Ohio
Farm Bureau, with Dr. Harold Huff,
Dr. Clyde Rogers, Dr. Henry McCanna,
and the Reverend Serge Hummon, is
available on loan from TRAFCO, Room
420, at 475 Riverside, N. Y. C. 10027.
No charge except for return postage. The
group discusses the background of this
National Consultation, some ex"Pectecl
results, and various aspects of community action.
And what of the future? There were
many "arrows" pointing the way to better community action, race relations,
minister-to-congregation relations, and
other relationships. One of the panels
made the very practical suggestion that
ministers of different denominations in a
community should know each other
personally. Another suggestion was:
"Begin to identify basic issues."
Dr. James Glasse of Vanderbilt University told the audience: "A key word is
faith. A church in mission is a church
open to the future, moving toward the
world which Goel is bringing into
existence, and toward the people He is
calling to be His church.''

By Charles Brewster

have been the united action of the consultation and their endorsement by vote,
of these statements. The National
\Voman's Seminar this past summer in
Kansas City took action on speeches and
these actions were widely noted in the
press. This consultation could have done
the same.
It will be argued that the consultation
was not intended to "make pronouncements." It was, some will say, merely the
huddle before the game starts. But no
one goes to a football game to watch a
huddle. The urgency of our times is
too great and the questions facing this
nation too momentous for the Church
to be spending its time in '1rnddles,"
however ecumenical they may be.
Unfortunately, these church "huddles"
are likely to continue as long as consultations are organized along the lines of
pressure groups within the church rather

than pressure groups within society.
The one hopeful aspect of the Consultation on the Church in Community
Life should not be missed by the national
boards of the pa1ticipating denominations. The consultation was thoroughly
committed to ecumenicity. The message
to denominational boards is clear.
Agencies responsible for starting new
churches for the various denominations
should be in much greater contact with
each other. From here on, it should not
be possible for every new church started,
say, by Ivlethodism's New Church
Development in non-metropolitan areas
to be automatically considered as a
Methodist church, or that the Presbyterfrins should always start Presbyterian
churches, the Lutherans Lutheran
churches, etc. Ecumenism, not denominationalism, must now be given top
pr.imity in these agencies.
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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or what happens when
an imaginative teacher
inspires his 'unteachable'
harlem pupils .to write

I

BY HERBERT R. KOHL
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SHOP WITH

~,10~'1

THE JUNKIES

I love to shop with mom
And talk to the friendly grocer
And help her make the list
Seems to make us closer.
-Nellie, age 11

~~TEACHING

When they are
in the street
they pass it
along to each
other but when
they see the
police they would
nm some would
just stand still
and be beat
so pity fol
that they want
to cry
-Mary, age 11

THE
UNTEACHABLE''
BY HERBERT R. KOHL

Nellie's poem received high praise.
Her teacher liked the rhyme "closer"
and "grocer," and thought she said a
great deal in four lines. Most of all the
teacher was pleased that Nellie expressed
such a pleasant and healthy thought.
Nellie was pleased too, her poem was
published in the school paper. I was
moved and excited by Mary's poem and
made the mistake of showing it to the
teacher who edited the school newspaper. She was horrified. First of all, she
informed me, Mary couldn't possibly
know what junkies were, and, moreover,
the other children wouldn't be interested
in such a poem. There weren't any
rhymes or clearly discernible meter. The
word "pityful" was split up incorrectly,
"be beat" wasn't proper English and,
finally, it wasn't really poetry but just
the ramblings of a disturbed girl.
My initial reaction was outrage-what
did she know about poetry, or about
:tvlary? But it is too easy to be cruel about
the ignorance that is so characteristic of
the schools today. That teacher did believe that she knew what poetry was,
and that there was a Correct Language
in which it was expressed. Her attitude
towards the correctness of language and
the form of poetry was in a way identical
lo her attitude towards what sentiments
32
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good children's poems ought to express.
Yet language is not static, nor is it
possible a priori to establish rules governing what can or cannot be w1itten any
more than it is possible to establish rules
governing what can or cannot be felt.
Not long ago when I was teaching a
class of remote, resistant children in a
Harlem school, as an experiment I asked
these children to write. I had no great
expectations. I had been told that the
children were from one to three years
behind in reading, that they came from
"deprived" and "disadvantaged" homes
and were ignorant of the language of the
schools. I had also been told that their
vocabulary was limited, that they
couldn't make abstractions, were not introspective, oriented to physical rather
than mental activity. Other teachers in
the school called the children "them"
and spoke of teaching as a thankless
military task. I couldn't accept this
mythology: I wanted my pupils to tell
me about themselves. For reasons that
were hardly literary I set out to e:-..-plore
the possibilities of leaching language,
literature, and writing in ways that would
enable children to speak about what
they felt they were not allowed to
acknowledge publicly. Much to my surprise the children wrote a · great deal;
and they invented their own language

to do so. Only a very small number of
the children had what can be called
"talent," and many of them had only a
single story to write and rewrite; yet
almost all of them responded, and
seemed to become more alive through
their writing. The results of some of this
exploration are given here.

HERBERT R. KOHL is the author
of an examination of 20th-century
philosophy, The Age of Complexity
(Mentor Books) and is at work on
an account of his teaching experience, 36 Children (scheduled to be
publishccl in October 1967 by New
American Library). l\'[r. Kohl re·
ccived his hachelor's degree in
philosophy from Harvard and a
master's degree in special educa·
tion from Teachers College, and
has been a Henry Fellow at Oxford
in philosophy. Formerly on the
staff of the center for Urhan Education, he currently is attached to
the Horace l\'lmm·Lincoln Institute
oC School Experimentation as
director of Teachers and ~'riters
Collaborative. A shorter version of
this hook was published in the
Nmv York
Review of Boohs
(November 17, 1966) and an essay
presenting some of the same mnte·
rial appeared in The Urlmn Re·
view.
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If there is someone
who;
Cares for me and
watches over me with
an eye of protection
Please! •.•
tell me
who (?)
If it is you;
who has this
care-affection
or even love ( ! )
for me
Just
tell me it is you

(?)

I ask for someone to
come;
But all I do is
wait-but if I
ask youPlease ( ! )
Will you
come (?)

When I meet me
death;
And there is no one
to weep for me.
And you think of me,
My plea:
think of just the good me (?)
-M.J.B.

ii
I
I

I

I
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THE BLACK MAN
I sleep at night
When the stars are bright,
And dream of the black man's
Flight through life.
I wake in the morn
Refreshed and fine,
. But still the black man
- Is on my mind.
Soon at noon
I come to know,
That the black man has
No place to go.
By dinner time
My mind is clear,
To the fact that the black man
Was never here.
-Dorothy Moody, age 16

If I could change my block I would stand on
Madison Ave and throw nothing but Teargas in it.
I would have all the people I liked to get out of
the block and then I would become very tall and
have big hands and with my big hands I would take
all of the narcartic people and pick them up with
my hand and throw them in the nearest river and
oceans. I would go to some of those old smart alic
cops and throw them in the Ocians and Rivers too.
I would let the people I like move into the projects
so they could tell their friends that they live in a
decent block. If I could do this you would never
see 117 st again.
-Grace, age 11
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IT'S A MIRACLE
Why was I created in this
World of frustration and damnation?
It's a miracleThe addict on Lennox Ave. that thrives
On the $5 fix,
Who steals and kills
Just for kicks.
It's a miracleHow man can construct and then
destroy.
It's a miracleThe White, Black, Yellow and Red
Inhabitants of this city and
This damned World.
The lush on Saturday, the Christian
On Sunday and back to the lush on
Monday.
How can these creatures exist;
The sacriligious, the religious
fanatic, the drug addict?
It's miraculous I tell you,
It's miraculous.
As I walk the streets of Manhattan
I sniff the contaminated air
Which was meant to smell like satin .
Where trees used to exist
Gigantic structures pop out.
Wherever you go.
Oh
I wish it wasn't so.
Heaven only knows
It's a miracle.

!"

Why must I exist in this city
Or in this World of hate, sin
and destruction?
It's miraculous I tell you, It's down right
miraculous.

i
I

!

I

l

i
I.

-Otto Grant, age 15
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Relief on
Remote Roads
In Asia

I

Village women at Katchanpur watch a well
being dug. The twigs which the women
lwue gath ered are covered with wax, wliicl1
is scraped off and traded for food.

By Francis Brockman

On Thanksgiving day, and on 364
other days each year, the Methodist
Committee for Overseas Helief is at
work in many ways, in many lands.
Most of the people with whom MCOR
works have never heard of Thanksgiving
Day, but many of them are thankful
for what MCOR does. Most, but not all,
these persons have heard of America,
but they cannot comprehend what it
would be like to live in a country where
overweight is a major problem, and
where highways cannot be built fast
enough to keep up with the cars.
Many persons have not heard of The
Methodist Church. But they are grateful
for a pound of Methodist rice, a warm
blanket, or a hand-pump.
vVe are presenting here an eye witness
report of a few places, and of a few
ways, among many, where MCOR will
be at work on Thanksgiving day, 1967.
IN INDIA:
At Hastinapur, 62 miles northeast of
Delhi, MCOR is helping resettle some
refugees from East Pakistan. On a
twenty-acre site, given by the Indian
government, ten houses are being built.
The refugees are Bengalis, and people
from Bengal are £sh-eaters. To compensate for the limited land they were given
a natural spring-fed fish pond which
always has water. This pond is periodically restocked with fish.
Each refugee family was given a
cow. In the tiny village there is a fine
new barn for the cattle. It is kept clean
36
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and sanitary, by the villagers. In this
ham I noticed a calf-skin stuffed with
straw. This is an old Indian custom to
fool the cow. If tl1e calf dies the cow
will no longer give milk. But if the cow
thinks the calf is still alive she will continue to provide milk.
In addition to helping the villagers
of Hastinapur build houses, the barn,
and a community center, the Committee
on Relief and Gift Supplies (CORA GS)
supported by MCOR, is helping them
find jobs in nearby industries. These
jobs, along with what they can raise on
the farm, will provide them with a
livable income of about 150 rnpees ( $21)
per month. ·
The Methodist Committee for Overseas Relief heavily supports family planning in 84 clinics in India.
One such clinic is in our Methodist
Hospital at Vrindiban. As we walked
through the wards at Vrindiban we came
to tl1e bed of a young peasant woman
patient. vVe watched with interest as
Dr. Wilma Penill, a Methodist missionary, showed us the incision on the
abdomen where tl1e sterilization operation had been performed. 'Ve winced
a bit as the doctor removed the stitches.
Through Dr. Perrill we asked the small
patient her age. "Twenty-three," she
answered. And when had she been
married? "At thirteen,'' was the reply.
And how many children did she now
have? "Seven." Seven children at twentythree! Were it not for this operation,
this girl (an atb·active person) might

bear children for twenty more years. ·
Now she is free to care for her family
without fear.
This is happening slowly in India, but
many people feel that family planning
will become increasingly popular as
women like this one go back to their
villages as witnesses to their dubious,
frightened, illiterate friends.
For two years the monsoon rains have
failed in India, and the people are
hungry. 'Ve came upon an old man, so
emaciated that he looked like a victim
of a concenb·ation camp. He was leaning
on a tall stick. He wore nothing but a
loin clotli and a thin fabric about his
shoulders. Every rib could be seen, the
withered skin stretched tight over the
bones. He said that he had not eaten
for three days. Vilhen we asked how old
he is, he said: "About twenty." As few
records are kept in the villages, most
people have little idea of their ages. This
man could have been sixty or eighty. 'Ve
had some rice in our jeep, and we
poured some of it into the old man's
cloth. He was so grateful that he tried,
fragile as he was, to prostrate himself
before us, and to touch his forehead to
our feet-a gesture of respect. Only one
old Indian man-yet he makes real the
plight of thousands.
While most Indian villages have some
sort of help, there are always some remote places which are forgotten or overlooked. The church, in its historic role,
seeks out the least and the lost. One
such place is a tiny village of about 200
people. It is called Katchanpur. The road
leading to it is a rough lane which winds
through t11e jungle. The houses are a
crooked asso1tment of mud huts with
broken tile roofs. There is no school;
children and elders alike are illiterate.
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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This man of Bilwr said he hacl not had anything to cat for three days.

Refugee village near Quang Ngai, Vietnam.

M. C. 0. R. social worker counseling with
a Chinese lady in a Hong Kong resettlement
center.

~vICOR has helped send three welldrilling rigs to villages like this one. A
new well will mean crops, a road to
market, a school. A well means life for
a village.
The American churches, and the
Indian government are greatly concerned
about the condition of the people, and
are taking massive steps to help them.
j\fany Indians are concerned in these
plans. As the Peace Corps has challenged
many young people in the United States
for work overseas, Indian people also
have voluntered their services for work
in their own country.
One such volunteer, Swopan Mustafi,
was helping in the Food Fol' ·work program at Bhandaria, a remote place in
the state of Bihar. Swopan, a Hindu, is
a young college graduate from Calcutta,
a city of six million people. Swopan
serves in the jungle, while his father
teaches in the University. When we
asked what motivated him, Swopan replied: "The people suffer so much. I
must help them."
The humanitarian impulse is not confined solely to the Christian.
Water is one of the major answers to
famine and potential famine. A large
new well is being dug as a part of the
Vikarabad Rural Development Project.
Scores of people have been working on
this project for about a year. It is about
30 feet in diameter, and at least 60 feet
deep. Aside from the stone blasting, all
the work is done by hand. Four sturdy
scaffolds at the top provide places for
wooden pulleys. Four teams of women,
with four women to a team, lower the
men into the deeps with ropes over the
pulleys. The men loosen the dirt and
stone, far below, and load it into baskets,
which are then pulled to the surface by
the women. Other women carry the

baskets upon their heads to a low place
which is being filled.
The men earn rn rupees ( 21 cents)
per day, and the women earn 1 rupee.
Men and women may walk as far as
eight miles to their homes, after working
all day.

being a refugee in Vietnam. Destruction
can happen again and again, and, after a
while, hope fades away.
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VIETNAM:
There is no Methodist church in Vietnam, but MCOR is at work among the
almost one million refugees through Vietnam Ch1istian Service. Seven Methodists
are cunently working amongst the
seventy volunteers comprising VCS.
Some volunteers are doctors, some are
nurses, home economists, social workers,
and community development people.
MCOR is paying $150,000 toward a total
budget of $481,000 for 1967.
On Quang Ngai we have a Vietnam
Christian Service team. There are six
people on the team, three of them working in community development, two as
nurses, one as a social worker. Three are
Mennonites, one is a Quaker, one is
from the Church of the Brethren. And
one, Tharon McConnell, a nurse from
North Carolina, is a :tvlethodist.
This team is working in three refugee
camps near Quang Ngai. The camps
contain about 4,500 people. The nurses
work in cooperation with a Vietnamese
government nurse. Public health education is practically unknown. The nurses
teach basic hygiene and sanitation
wherever they can find a hearing.
One village was showing progress.
A young Vietnamese Catholic priest had
worked with the people in improving
the huts, repairing the streets, and in
raising pigs. The Viet Cong waited until
the improvements had been made. Then,
one night they burned the village to the
ground. This is one of the tragedies of

HONG KONG:
While Hong Kong's buildings rise
higher and higher to provide better
housing for refugees, as their condition
gradually improves, MCOR's program
becomes increasingly selective. The first
stage of emergency need is now giving
way to the complex problems of urbanization. The increase in juvenile delinquency, dmg addiction, and suicide-all
affect the poor. The new Yang Social
Center will make social services available to many in need.
KOREA:
MCOR is helping in several ways in
Modkong and Sorak, two little villages
near the North-South Korea border. A
community center provides a place for
classes for children, youth, and adults.
Sanitation, agriculture, pig-raising, and
home-making are being taught. Angora
rabbits have been introduced as an
important source of food and hair (of
value in making cashmere cloth).
At this Thanksgiving season MCOR
seeks to bring aid to the weak, the forgotten, the destitute, and the despairing.
With one hand it dispenses food, clothing, and medicine. With the other hand
it encourages self-help and community
development programs, l'"Jlowing that
the '1rnndout" is never enough.
Through famines, floods, earthquakes,
and wars, MCOR [475 Riverside, Room
406, New York City] has continued to
serve for 27 years. There are only fom
staff members. Like David of old, MCOH
goes forth to pit its puny strength against
the giant Goliath of human need.
[ 557]
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THANKS
BE
TO
GOD

Beyond Today
By Merideth Adelyne Fowler
Beyond today, I have no ncecl to care;
My Father knows what is in store for me,
So, Lord, for all the blessings of this hour
I give my thanks to Thee.
There is no ncccl to wo1-ry, lest the night
Should overtake me in some Jonely place,
For He is there wherever I mav he,
Although I cannot sec His holy face.
Beyond toclay, I have no neccl to care.
The path ahead I clo not neecl to sec,
For, like a child, I reach my hand to HimIt is enough for me.

Give Thanks to God
By Helen G. Jefferson
Give thanks to Goel when the first ray
Of sunlight wakens sleeping eyes.
Thank Him for life; with each new day
Let incense of your praise arise.
Gi.ve thanks to Goel for all the things
Taken fo1· granted: clothes to wear,
A roof and food; for all that brings
Us constant witness to His care.
Give thanks to God for vesper cloud
C1·imson Shckinah in the west.
" ' hen night has come, let heart he howed,
Ancl praise he given before you rest.
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EXAMINING SOCIAL WELFARE
BY AMY LEE

Social welfare is very much on the
mind of the United Nations.
Social welfare programs throughout
the world are coming in for special
study. And, thanks to UN plans, ministers of social welfare will next year have
an opportunity to meet and discuss their
common problems and goals.
First in this new burst of social welfare
action by the UN was a meeting of
experts held in Geneva in August. The
group included experts from Belgium,
·Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Ethiopia,
Indonesia, Israel, Libya, 1falaysia, Poland, Senegal, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.
For background they had a series of
countiy studies of social welfare programs and procedures. These studies
NOVEMBER 1967

were prepared by the UN with the help
of 'the governments of Canada, Norway,
Romania, the Soviet Union, the United
Arab Republic, and the United Kingdom.
One result of the Geneva meeting's
recommendations was the convening of
a second group of experts. This one, a
nine-member preparation committee,
met at United Nations headquarters in
New York in September to make plans
for an Intemational Conference of Ministers Responsible for Social ·welfare.
Scheduled for September 3-12, 1968 at
UN headquarters, this conference has
been called by the Economic and Social
Council to cany out an important mission: to make sure that social welfare
programs play a maximum role in overall
[ 559]
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EXAMINING SOCIAL WELFARE
development efforts and to recommend
further United Nations action in the
Reid.
The need for such a conference was
underlined by Kurt Jannson, assistant
director, Community Development and
Social ·welfare Branch, Department of
Economic and Social Affairs, at a press
briefing. He pointed out that whereas
labor ministers meet through the International Labor Organization, education
ministers through UNESCO, there is no
forum where social welfare ministers may
meet, and that the conference will supply
that forum . He added that in some countries social welfare is considered 011tside
the general concem for economic development-as "some sort of charity"and that an opportunity for ministers to
lift social welfare into the mainstream of
-·
development seems urgent.
In his opening statement to the preparatory committee's meeting at the UN,
Philippe de Seynes, Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs, said the
1968 conference would be the first held
by the United Nations at the ministerial
level in the social field. It will take
place, he noted, at a time when the
current Development Decade, launched
by the General Assembly in 1961, will
be drawing to a close and plans for the
next decade will be taking shape.
The conference of social welfare ministers is being convened, he said, to
advance the contribution of social welfare programs to national development
and to raising the levels of living.
The six country studies that provided
background for the Geneva meeting
give comprehensive pictures of the varying concepts of social welfare. Mother
and child health, assistance for the handicapped and the elderly figure in programs of all six. A look at threeNorway, the Soviet Union, and Canada
-shows this common concern.

Norway
Norway's long-term social welfare
program ( 1966-69) emphasizes provision
of more youth and after-care homes, the
strengthening of psychiatric out-patient
service "with particular view to helping
children and young people without recourse to long-lasting treatment in institutions"; building of a school for mentally subnormal girls; construction of a
mother-and-baby home in Oslo.
There are plans to "make it easier for
married women to take part in employment" and for refresher courses for
women wishing to rejoin the labor force.
Day care institutions, with support from
40
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the state, are planned. A committee has
been set up to examine problems of care
for the elderly, to assist the handicapped
through development of treatment of
small children, organized guidance for
parents with handicapped children, and
expansion of "sheltered employment."
A change in attitude toward the place
and status of women in Norwegian life
is gradually taking place, though many
still believe that "equality of status"
between members of the family '1rns
gone too far."
Under the Social Welfare Act of 1964
which came into force on January 1,
1965, families and persons in need now
receive assistance primarily in social
services and other help in kind. Main
objective of social assistance is to enable
the client to help himself. Social counseling thus has grown in importance
and scope.

Soviet Union
"In view of women's role in society
and the family," the Soviet paper says,
"the state devotes its full attention to
protecting the interests of mother and
child." This protection comes on a
nation-wide scale through special legislation, free curative and preventive treatment, an extensive system of maternity
homes, women's clinics, and many other
services including kindergartens, day
nurseries, Pioneer camps, children's cultural centers.
In the Soviet Union an unmarried
mother may place her child in a home
where it is supported entirely at state
expense. She may take the child out of
the institution at any time.
Nurseries and kindergartens make it
possible for millions of working mothers
to continue their employment and take
part in community life as well. These
nurseries are of many types: day care,
24-hour, and convalescence nurseries.
They are for the most part in buildings
constructed especially for the purpose.
"Cooperative councils," composed of
mothers and voluntary agency personnel,
help · to maintain them.
Canada
Free discussion of birth control and
family planning which has come about in
the past four or five years, evidences a
dramatic change in public attitudes.
Planned Parenthood associations have
been organized in a number of centers
across the country.
"Religious authorities, whose opposition to all but certain specified methods
of family planning is known, and who

have been instrumental in blocking legal
reform, are now beginning to reassess
their position."
Canadian women are now an accepted
part of the labor force and are increasingly coming into the employment ranks.
So far, however, the special needs of
working women with family responsibilities have not been fully recognized;
adequate day care facilities and maternity benefits are lacking.
Though the major role in social
welfare is now taken by public welfare
authorities, churches of all denominations still play a big part in the provision
of voluntary welfare services.
Many churches give various kinds of
assistance and counseling service to their
own members. Many continue to operate
homes for the elderly (some on a nondenominational basis). They also main- ·
tain homes for unmarried mothers,
hostels for transients, and services for
Indians, Eskimos, and immigrants.
Canada's population is predominantly
urban. The country has one of the
highest birth rates among the developed
countries and one of the lowest death
rates in the world. One out of every 100
Canadians is Indian. Eskimos number
nearly 14,000. Eight out of ten Canadians
belong to one of the three numerically
largest denominations-Roman Catholic
( 46%), United Church ( 20%), Anglican
( 13%). The 1961 census shows the
greatest increase in church membership
in the Pentecostal, Lutheran, and Greek
Orthodox bodies.
The importance of social planning
and coordination at all levels of government is being stressed in Canada. Educational services are receiving special
attention.
Health of mothers and children is a
prime concem. It is evidenced in public
health services such as prenatal and
child health clinics and home visiting.
Most child and maternal health services
to Indians are carried on by outpost
nurses and community health workers
employed by the federal government.
Hospitals, public health departments,
rehabilitation centers, and voluntary
agencies are placing more emphasis on
rehabilitation services to the chronically
ill and disabled.
The federal government, the study
notes, has become involved in the administration and financing of social welfare programs because of the climate of
public opinion, pressure from provincial
governments for help with welfare costs,
and the demands growing out of increasing industrialization.
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Canadian Catholics
Look at Renewal
By Arthur J. Moore, Jr.
As part of the Canada Centennial Celebration, the Roman Catholic
bishops of Canada sponsorecl a Congress on the Theology of the
· Renewal of the Church. To Toronto in August came sixteen hundred
persons to hear a battery of theologians address themselves to this
theme. Among them was WORLD OUTLOOK editor l\'.loore. Here
is his report.
NOVEMBER 1967
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Canadian Catholics Look at Renewal
This has been a year of celebrations
in Canada. Expo 67 in Montreal has
gotten the headlines but the Centennial
celebration of Canadian Union which
provided the occasion for E:-..1)0 has also
provided the occasion for many other
events.
In searching for an appropriate centennial event, the Roman Catholic
bishops of Canada made two decisions
that speak well for the health of their
church. The first was to look forward
and to center their attention on the
renewal of the church. The second decision was to have a theological meeting,
which would examine the question of
renewal in depth.
These decisions having been made, the
bishops spent over $100,000 to make the
Congress a success.
Once in Toronto, the participants werr'
exposed to a glittering array of theological talent in an overwhelming number.
Among the forty-four speakers (in five
clays!) were such men as Karl Raimer,
Henri de Luhac, Etienne Gilson, Edward
Schilleheeckx and three Cardinals. In
line with the current ecumenical understanding, Protestantism was represented
by such able figures as Langdon Gilkey,
Jaroslav Pelikan, Eugene R. Fairweather
and the Taize · Community's Max
Thurian. Eastern Orthodoxy and the
Eastern tradition within the Roman
Church both had their spokesmen. Rabbis A. J. Heschel and Stuart Rosenberg
looked at renewal from a Jewish viewpoint.
'Vith so many big guns booming away
in such a short space of time, it was soon
apparent that the pattern of the Congress
would he the academic one of lecture
and response rather than the more timeconsuming method of group discussion.
This approach was regretted by some of
the participants who felt that the way
to renewal is through involvement.
Most of those present, however, agreed
with the Congress organizers that the
method chosen would senre as a platform to make Canadians more familiar
with the kind of thought that both animated Vatican II and in turn was
stimulated bv it.
This appr~ach dealt heavily with the
world and the church's relationship to
it. In one of the most enthusiastically
received addresses of the entire Congress, Johann-Baptist Metz of Germany
called for a "political theology" which
would overcome the tendency to center
upon the private person and which
would view the church as an institution
within society, having a "critical liberating task" in the society. In an address
42
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on "The Church and the Developing
Nations," Canon Francois Houtart of
Belgium developed the concept of the
Church as a sign of man's union with
God in a concrete way which used
current problems. One quote might serve
as illustration here:
"One war in particular symbolizes the
current human drama, that of Viet Nam.
It is not only that the enonnity of the
material means used for destruction
makes one think of what could he done
with them in development-the United
States alone spends there in a month the
equivalent of all the aid in gifts and
assistance of the entire developed world
in a year-but there is a deeper symbolism yet. Viet Nam is becoming, whether
we like it or not, the symbol of the
battle of the underdeveloped against the
developed, the poor against the rich, the
oppressed against the oppressor; and it
is on the way to making the 'free world'
a myth."
In the same vein , Karl Hahner spoke
on the necessity for the secularization
of theology.
All of this can he fairly rough going
for the average layman and perhaps it
was only to be expected that the makeup
of the Congress was heavily clerical. In
spite of a conscious attempt to include
laymen in the meeting (most notably in
panels commenting on the speeches), lay
representation was only about twenty
per cent of the total.
Inevitably, this was a Roman Catholic
Congress and many of the problems discussed and the language in which they
were discussed have a great deal more
interest within that church than they
would to even the most ecumenically
inclined of another tradition.
All this being b·ue, what was heartening was the degree to which the meeting
spoke to those who were neither Catholic
nor Canadian. It is increasingly true that
Christians talk about the same things
and talk about them in the same way.
The language of the theologians may not
be that of the man in the pew (and even
less that of the man in the street) but
the problems being discussed show an
increasing similarity.
To talk about "image" is always
slightly distasteful in these days of advertising oversell. It might be better to
say that what was seen at Toronto was
a church willing to talk in a serious way
and having the trust in its members to
assume that they are also interested in
doing this. Such an attitude will not
produce the millennium hut it will offer
the hope that the church is at least talking about serious things.
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BOARD MAY TAKE $10 MILLION
FROM FIRST NATIONAL CITY
The l\fothodist Board of Missions voted
at its executive committee meeting in New
York in late September to remove an
inveshnent portfolio totaling $10,000,000
from the First National City Bank in New
York, if this bank participates in a renewed
loan to the apartheid government of South
Africa.
The Board said this action would be a
first step in protest of the bank's continued
participation in a consortium of 10 banks
now loaning money to the government of
Sou th Africa.
Climaxing a two-year consideration of the
question of the repository of its funds, the
Board instructed its National Division to
"withdraw its investment portfolio from the
First National City Bank and place it with
a custodian not related to the consortium,
if this bank renews its share of the loan.
'Ve understand that this loan of about $40.000,000 is up for review early in October."
The term "loan" was used by the Board
in a general sense; the formal term for the
financial relationship between the consortium of 10 banks and the government
of South Africa is a "revolving credit arrangement."
The Board's action was on a motion bv
Bishop Charles F. Golden, Nashville, Te11nessee. It was adopted by a substantial majority, though no count vote was taken.
Bishop Golden's motion followed a statement
by i\frs . Porter Brown, Board general secretary, who said: "'Ve have had this matter
under consideration for two years. We
should either take some tangible action on
withdrawal of funds in protest of the consortium's policy, or we should decide once
and for all that we are not going to do anything but pass resolutions. 'Ve should stop
fiddling around."
The Board's action would leave various
checking accounts of the Board and some
of its units in First National City Bank.
Protests against the Board's doing business with consortium banks have been made
by various groups over the past two years,
the latest being a picketing protest, on
September 27 at the Interchurch Center
where the Board was meeting, by signcarrying students from Union Theological
Seminary and the University Christian
Movement. The pickets returned September
28 with signs commending the Board's action and urging the Presbyterians' Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations,
the United Church of Cluist, and the National Council of Churches to follow suit.
Last March, thirty-three Methodist missionaries in the Philippines sent a letter asking
the Board to withdraw its funds from First
National City Bank.
In another move related to South Africa,
the Board granted $100,000 to three projects aimed at opposing apartheid: 1-To the
Christian Institute, an ecumenical, multiracial infom1ation and conference center in
South Africa; 2-To aid political exiles from
NOVEMBER 1967
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BEFORE the Methodist Board of Missions took action it was picketed by students
from Union Theological Seminary and tlie University Christian Movement.

AFTER the Board's decision to wifll(lrarv .S 10 million if First National City Bank rc11ervs the pendi11g credit arrn11gcment wit 11 So11tl1 Africa, the st11de11ts returned to
co11grat11late the Methodists ancl chide other boards at tlie lnterch11rc11 Center.
South Afdca and their families; 3-To help
fund a National Council of Churches' program to keep the issue of American economic investment in South Africa before
the 200 U.S. firms doing business in South

Africa, the 10 consortium hanks and the
U. S. Government.
Turning to the United States, the Board
voted to invest 10 per cent of its capital
funds in ghetto areas. Board leaders said
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that rough preliminary estimates indicate
that this might amount to as much as $4,000,000. The action is in line with similar
action by the National Council of Churches,
the Episcopal Church and other church
groups which have agreed to invest some
of their funds in ghetto areas.
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SPECIAL REPORT FROM ROME
Of the five major questions on the agenda
of the Synod of Bishops of the Roman
Catholic Church, now meeting in Rome, the
document on doctrine (or, as it is titled, on
dangers to the faith and on atheism) was
expected to produce the most fireworks. It
covers the broadest area of any of the topics
to be discussed.
It seemed the most likely place for such
subjects as birth control and clerical celibacy
to be introduced into the debate, if they
were to be brought in at all. Finally, its
negative approach of discussing supposed
dangers was one that had been set aside by
the Second Vatican Council and one that is
thought by many to be outmoded today.
During the debate, which dominated the
second week of the Synod's meeting, there
was indeed a certain amount of tension and
even clash in the discussion (insofar as an
outsider can tell, thanks to the semi-opaque
veil of mystification set up around the Synod
by its rules). This discussion, however, followed a somewhat different path than an
observer thinking back to Vatican II "conservative-progressive" clashes might have
expected.
To begin with, the background paper
presented to the bishops was more balanced
than had been expected. It was described by
one expe1t as if it had been prepared by a
conservative, then reworked by a progressive
to give it weight on the other side. TI1e tone
ended up conservative but not so much as to
give offense.
The e1Tors warned against seemed vague
in definition. The theologians responsible for
the e1Tors were hard to identify. This trend
continued in the discussion . There were denunciations of "third rate" theologians,
whose work was not "mature," but invective
is no substitute for description. (There were
enough ringing affirmations that "God is not
dead" that the Messrs. Altizer and Hamilton
would be well advised to unpack if they
were headed for Rome.)
The substantive problem that occupied
the bishops was a very real one. What is
the role of the ordinary magisterium (or
teaching office) of the church (and, more
pmticularly, of the bishops) in an age of
great theological interest, theological ferment, and wide dissemination of ideas by
the mass media? Tl1e mass media came in
for as many brickbats as those mysterious
theologians, presumably on the grounds
that what vou don't know can't hmt you.
Some, 1~ost notably the Italians, Spaniards, the Eastern Churches, and some Bishops from Africa, called for a return to the
old method of denouncing errors. The majority, however, opposed such a condemnation. Some did not want such a condemnation; others simply did not ·believe that it
would work. Many, in marked distinction to
recent papal statements, said that the dan-

gers were not so great as they had been
painted.
That matter of opinion aside, the relationship between theologians and bishops in
the post-conciliar Church is an open question. It is a problem common to all Churches
who do not opt for either simple authoritarianism or simple anti-intellectualism. Many
Protestant churches in the United States
have sidestepped the issue by substituting
organization or social goals for doctrine, but
it is questionable whether refusing to answer
the question eliminates it.
The assumption that it is only the press
who want dramatic action has been put to
the test by the arrival of twenty-five hundred delegates to the Third World Congress
for the Lay Apostolate, who are holding
forth at the other end of the Via della
Conciliazione from the bishops. Its mood
seems to be aggressive and blunt. In the
keynote address, Thom Kersteins of the
Netherlands, general secretary of the International Christian Union of Business Executives, tackled a whole range of thorny
questions, including democracy in the
Church and the growing danger of youth
abandoning the Church. In subsequent sessions, an Indian speaker's call for birth control was wildly applauded .
The contrast between these two meetings
is vast. The bishops move prudently forward, pleasing neither the optimists nor the
pessimists very much, while the laity insistently ask whether this speed or method
of approach is good enough. One editor said
to me, "'Ve have two Churches here." That
was meant as an exaggeration but the tension is visible.

AnTHun

J. MoonE, Jn.

Religious News Service

PROGRAMS FOR AFRICAN WOMEN
TO GET $350,000 FROM BOARD
Two major units of the Methodist Board
of l'vlissions jointly made grants totalling
$350,000 to projects in ten countries of
Africa for the advancement of African women through education and leadership training.
The $350,000 is the first year's allocation
in a three-year program of "Priority Needs
and Concerns felt by the African Vloman,"
jointly unde1taken in January by tl1e Woman's Division and the World Division of the
Board of Missions. In January, the Woman's
Division had set aside $1,000,000 for the
program, which is to be administered by
the World Division.
The executive committees of the two Divisions, meeting at the Interchurch Center,
designated $125,000 for women's training
centers in Zambia and the Congo; $7.5,000
for h·aining centers for Afiican pastors'
wives in the Congo, Rhodesia, Angola and
l\fozambique; and $125,000 for ecumenical
programs of the Young 'Vomen's Christian
Association (YWCA) in Ken ya, Rhodesia,
Zambia, Uganda, Tanzania, Sierra Leone
and Nigeria. The projects include both
ecumenical and Methodist-sponsored work.
The Divisions acted after hearing a report by Mrs. L. Maynard Catchings, New
York, assistant general secretary of the
vVorld Division, on her two-month trip last
WORLD OUTcOOK
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The root causes of violence at home and
in Vietnam formed the chief concern of
the National Council of Churches' policymaking General Board during its fall business sessions in Atlanta, Georgia, in midSeptember.
In one resolution, the board moved to
mobilize the nation's churches for a massive
assault on the underlying causes of civil
unrest in American cities.
In another, it repudiated current U.S.
military policy in Vietnam, calling for immediate referral of the war issue to the
U.N. and prompt cessation of bombing in
the north.
The board's "resolution and auth01ization on the crisis within the nation" pinpointed its target as racial injustice-both
social and economic.
Overwhelmingly adopted with no opposition, the measure authorizing the council
to make available at least 10 per cent of its
unrestricted capital funds "to ghetto communities to underwrite development programs which are directed by indigenous
persons with the maximum benefit remaining in those communities."
It urged the council's 34 member denominations to follow suit.
"The present threat to our nation is closer
than the coastline," the statement declared.
"It is in our midst-and has been for generations. Our enemy is the persistent and
pervasive racism of the white majority of
our land, against which the riots are an
anguished and self-wounding protest."
FuU employment, economic development,
open housing, overhaul of urban school
systems, and education of white Americans
in the realities and history of Negro Americans were among objectives urged by the
resolution and its accompanying plan for
implementation.
"We will accept and encourage a
thoroughgoing change of institutions and
the reconstruction of our whole society," the
hoard asserted, "since we are not wedded
to any given culture or economy, knowing
thr.t the Kingdom of God is not to be identified with any earthly ldngdom-including
our own."
The resolution on Vietnam called on the
U.S. Government to de-escalate the war
and at the same time apply firm pressure
on South Vietnam to undertake sweeping
social reform and quickly initiate peace
negotiations.
Continuation of U.S. military involvement
at its present level in Vietnam is mora1ly
uniustifiable, it said.
This summer's '11eavy intensification" of
the war should be viewed in relation to
"riots in our cities" and "emasculation of
a once-proud commihnent to foreign aid for
development," the board noted.
"There is much to suggest that a profound re-evaluation of the moral basis of
U.S. life is overdue."
NOVEMBER 1967

MILWAUKEE ARCHBISHOP
DEFENDS FR. GROPPI
Archbishop William E. Cousins declared
recently that many .Milwaukee residents
were being side-tracked into a hate campaign against one man, while the real problems were going unsolved.
Writing in an editorial in the archdiocesan weekly, Archbishop Cousins refen-ed
specifically to Father James E. Groppi, the
controversial leader of open-housing
marches.
"Do I agree with everything that Father
Groppi has said and done?" the archbishop
wrote. "I certainly do not.
"However, we are being diverted by emotion and mob psychology into fighting a
straw figure, while the real enemy goes
unscathed."
The archbishop commented that pressures on him were "beyond belief. The
Church is being split into factions," he
said.
"Some Catholics in their resenhnent have
gone so far as to leave the Church . . .
others have withdrawn or threatened to
withdraw financial support . . . from all
Church causes."
He said some writers had called him
"stupid . . . blind ... weak . . . cowardly." Others demanded that Father Groppi
be defrocked, suspended, and that he "be
sent to Africa."
"Is this the answer?" the archbishop
wrote. "Do you honestly believe that Father
Groppi's absence from the scene would
somehow miraculously heal all wounds and
cure all our social ills? If t11e decision were
that simple, do you suppose no one else
would have thought of it?"
Archbishop Cousins has previously defended the rights of priests and nuns to
take part in civil rights demonstrations, although he conceded such action might not
always be pmdent or helpful to the cause.
He has also backed the open housing law
for which Father Groppi has been demonstrating.
( RNS)

CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE OPPOSES
APARTHEID AND INTEGRATION
Both "absolute apartheid" and "absolute
integration" were rejected as solutions to
the racial problem in South Africa by "Pro
Veritate," Journal of. the Cluistian Institute
·
of South Africa.
The official organ of the multi-racial
organization, an edit01ial observed, is sometimes accused of being critically obsessed
with apa1theid (racial separation) , "the impression being that it condemns the whole
policy as such without noting its praiseworthy aspects."
The edito1ial stated that it wished to "get
the record straight" by declming that while
it condemns apartheid it does not believe
that "enforced political and social integration" is the alternative.
"The real alternative to apartheid," the
statement continued, "is orde1ing and arranging our multi-racial society on the basic
gospel of reconciliation. Only on this basis
will responsible peaceful coexistence be possible in our country.
"Neither absolute apartheid nor absolute
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integration is realistic politics for South
Africa. The f01mer stiives to transform
natural dilferences into eternal baniers. The
latter tries to negate these differences,
which is also impractical in our countiy."
The editorial ended by declaring that
the structure of the existing apartheid policy rests upon the "spiritual foundations"
of a national ideology and that in the "real
language of the church" this must bluntly
be called heresy.
(RNS)

KENNEDY OUTLINES ATTACK
ON CIGARETTE SMOKING
Accusing the cigarette indushy of "peddling a deadly weapon . . . for financial
gain," Senator Robert F. Kennedy outlined
a three-pronged legislative attack on cigarette smoking.
The New York Democrat discussed his
plans for Congressional action at t11e opening session of the First \Vorld Conference
on Smoking and Health, which wns held
in New York Citv.
Charging the ·cigarette compn.nics with
a "total inattention to public responsibility,"
Senator Kennedy said:
"Each year cigarettes kill five times more
Americans than do traffic accidents. Lung
cancer alone kills as manv as die on the
road. The cigarette indushy is peddling a
[ 565]
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deadly weapon. It is dealing in people's
lives for financial gain."
He said that if it were not for the "tremendous economic power of producers,
cigarettes would have been banned years
ago."
One bill which Sen. Kennedy intends to
introduce would authorize the Federal Communications Commission to regulate the
times and types of programs on which
cigarette advertising may appear, as well
ns the total amount of cigarette advertising
that the broadcasting media may carry.
Another bill would strengthen the health
warning carried on cigarette packages and
would extend it to include all cigarette advertising.
(RNS)

EPISCOPAL WOMEN
GIVE $4.9 MILLION
An nil-time high of $4,917,772 was contributed by Episcopal Church Women in
the triennial United Thank Offering nt the
General Convention at Seattle in September, 1967.
This offering was brought to a Convention service of Holy Communion at the
46
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A Roman Catholic ch11rcl1 is the setting for a rally of Milwaukee Neg roes wlw support
the campaign for open lwusing led by Fath er James E. Groppi. The rally was held in
St. Boniface cll!lrcl1 of wliicl1 Father Groppi is assistant pastor.
Seattle Center Coliseum. More than six
thousand persons attended. Many of the
six thousand had just come from a sacrificial supper of soup and crackers, for which
each person had paid five dollars. The proceeds of this supper, known as a Feed the
Hungry meal, go to the Presiding Bishops'
Fund for World Relief.
(RNS)

EPISCOPALIANS RAISE ISSUES
Lay and clergy deputies of the Episcopal
Church voted 384 to 189, at a Seattle meeting, September 27, 1967, to support efforts
to liberalize state laws on abortion.
The Bishops of this Church had given
overwhelming support earlier to a similar
resolution.
In another action the House of Deputies
voted to call for a study of euthanasia by
the Church's Joint Commission on Religion
and Health. Delegates seeking this study
said it would include moral issues involved
in the keeping alive of persons in advanced
stages of terminal illnesses.
In other action the House of Deputies refused to concur in a resolution approved by the Episcopal House of Bishops,
which would have recognized the right of
a person to object on grounds of conscience
to participation in a paiticular war.
In the resolution adopted by the Bishops
it was noted that the right to object to a
particular war was affirmed by the United
States and her allies in the war crimes trials
following World War II, "when they based
the prosecution on a contention that obedience to orders was no excuse for individual
nets known by their perpetrators to be
wrong."
The vote in the House of Deputies to
concur (Seattle, September; 1967) was 49
yes, 28)~ no, 5 divided in the clerical order.
In the lay order the vote was 21 and three-

fourths yes, 52 and three-fourths no, and 5
divided.
(RNS)

"FERMENT" IN CANADA
"The desire to evangelize is un-Christian,"
stated the Reverend John Bmbidge, a
United Church of Canada clergyman, writing in a new bi-monthly religious journal,
Ferm ent, of which he is editor.
This journal offers a forum for every religion in Canada, and invites lively clashes
of ideas and opinions. The magazine's advisory board is made up of Anglicans, Baptists, Buddhists, Greek Orthodox, Roman
Catholics, 1foslems, and Unitarians. The
board is headed by Rabbi Gunther Plaut of
Holy Blossom Temple in Toronto. The
magazine's publisher is the Ryerson Press,
of the United Church of Canada.
The journal's first debate, on the subject of conversion, pitted Mr. Burbidge
against a Mennonite, Dr. Frank Peters of
·w aterloo Lutheran University.
Mr. Burbidge said that Christian groups
seeking conve1ts are more concerned with
numbers than with love, and "they are faced
with a business decline if goods are not
sold."
Dr. Peters in reply stated that the allegiance to Christ is the distinguishing feature of the Christian, and that denial of
conversion in favor of nurture and growth
has resulted in "a company of the uncommitted in American Protestantism." (RNS)

RELIGIOUS TELEVISION
LOOKS AT TECHNOLOGY
Plans for a massive grass-roots citizen
education program on the impact of technology on American culhlre and style of
life have been announced.
Some 25 national church, youth, educational, civic, and other agencies arc joining
WORLD OUTLOOK
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f;iff~S lo org:mizc as many as fi,·c million
:\11wrieans in a country-wide network of
small study groups to examine issues ranging from world hunger and poverty at home
to problems concerning education, the use
of increased leisure time, and men-women
relationships. All these areas arc undergoing
profound changes as the result of the teehnolngical rc\'olution.
Organizations assisting in the dc\'clop111cnt of the program include: the National
Council of Churches, the Adult Education
Association, the American Association of
lktired Persons, the American Association
of Uni\'crsitv \Vomen, and the National Federation of Catholio College Students.
The number and range of the cooperating organizations is believed to be unprecedented in a program of this kind, accordin~ to ~Ir. Hobert Theobald, British socioec~rnomist and author, who is serving as
special consultant for the program.
He said the major aim is "to challenge
the beliefs that man is powerless in the
faec of the dri\'CS of modem teclmology
and that all important decisions must be
made bv a closed elite."
Focai' point of the program will be a
special series of four half-hour color television shows to be shown during the month
of November on LOOK UP AND LIVECBS-TV's regular religious program . Title
of the special series, whieh is being pro1l11eed in eooperalion with the Broadcasting
;rnd Film Commission of the National Council of Churches, is "CHOICE, the 111PEHATIVE of TO~IOHHOW."
Theobald said that through organization
of the network of grass roots viewing study
groups and the feedback program the
project hopes not only lo infonn the public
about the moral challenges raised by new

tcdmulogil's, but lo provide it \\"illi the opportunity to express its views in \\'ays \\'hi<:h
mak1•s democrae~· real.

METHODIST BISHOP MARCHES
~lethodist Bishop
~ladison.
\Visconsin

Halph T . Alton of
personally joined
Father James E . Groppi on one of the
marehes for open housing in ~lilwankec
and called on other Christians who belic\'ecl in the ideal lo join the demonstrations .
"I have bee n . . . in support of the
marehes since their beginning," the bishop
said, "and now I'm going to express that
support in physieal as well as spiritual fonn .
'Tm conccmed that the <lcmonslration
approaeh will lose its effectiveness, and it
is necessary for people who believe in the
ideal of open housing as an expression of
the Christian faith to keep the matter a
live issue."
Earlier, Bishop Alton addressed a letter
to :\lctlmdists in the Greater :\lilwa11kec
area urging them to "consider how they
might use their influence to bring about
favorable action by the :\lilwaukce (city)
Council on an open housing ordinance."
The issue has also reccivc<l the support
of the Greater ~lilwaukec Council of
Churches. A number of other local and national ~lcthodist leaders have participated
in the marches.
(RNS)

NEW HOSPITALITY HOUSE
A proposed lntemational Hospitality
House, which would serve overseas workers
stationed in Atlanta, Georgia, has received
a thousand dollars and the backing of the
Southern Presbyterian's Board of \\7omcn's
Work.
The proposed center already has the
backing of the Protestant Radio and Tele-
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Tiny Hearing Aid
Helps Those With
Mild or Moderate
Nerve Deafness!
A few short
years ago, people
with nerve deafness were considered beyond
help. But today, a
tiny Rad ioear is
opening up an exciting, new world
of hearing for
those with mild or She's wearing the
moderate losses.
Radioear 931 !
This remarkable, little hearing aid,
the Radioear 931, weighs just a
fraction of an ounce. If you have
nerve deafness-whether it is mild
or moderate-try the Radioear
931. Hear for yourself how much
it can help you. Send the coupon
today for more exciting facts. Also
get your free copy of the dramatic,
new booklet, "The Truth About
Nerve Deafness."

RADIO~wo.rd·,
Ll""""•''d

Finest

~---------------·

Radioear Corporation
Department 211-P
Valley Brook Road
Canonsburg, Pa.
O Please send me more exciting
facts about the Radioear 931.
O Also send me the revealing
"Nerve Deafness" booklet.

Name~----------~
Add res$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

,_

-------------------1

~

v1swn Center, and the Atlanta Presbytery
and Synod of Georgia of the Presbyterian
Church in the U . S. (Southern). The denomination's Board of National Ministries
is reportedly considering making this project
one of its special ministiies.
Hospitality House would provide a
reasonably priced place for overseas visitors
to live and to find counsel, fellowship, and
recreation .

·'

:-1.
.1.·

SECTS EXPANDING
FAST IN AFRICA

RNS Photo

/\ECORD IJHE:\I\.ER ... More tha11 .).'3,000 paso11s or;crflorccd Kansas City's ;\/rmicipal Stadium Sunday aftcmoon lo close Ili c Hearl of America Cmsade . It teas the
largest crorcd crcr lo gather al tl1c stadi11m , a11d 011c of tl1e largest in Kansas City
for a11y erc11t. More t11a11 36../,000 atte11dcd tlie tc11-day September Cmsade, Graliam's
011ly U.S. mecti11g for 1967.
~OVDIDER

19Gi

"111 al least 16 nations separatist churches
arc growing foster than their Protestant or
Catholic counteq)arls,'' said the Hcvercnd
David Barre tt, who is Secretary for Hesearch
in the Nairobi Unit of Research, an Anglican ecumenical organization.
Mr. Barrett was referring to the portions
of Africa south of the Sahara. "In East
Africa alone, there are now 147 separatist
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GOD IN MY DAY

SECURITY FROM ABOVE

Glenn H. Asquith. Even the most humdrum
and menial routines of daily living will take
on new dimensions of meaning and be
quietly illuminated by each of these fiftytwo meditations. 160 pages. $2.95

Charles H. Schmitz. Each of these sixty-nine
meditations speaks directly-and personally-to the many problems men and women encounter everyday in their search for
security in our fast-paced society. $2.50

LIVELY MAY I WALK

HOW GOD HELPS

Glenn H. Asquith. Inspiring and uplifting
for every older reader, these fifty-four unusual devotions effectively make the point
that the best years of life are yet aheadand that beyond even that there is a far
better life. $2.50

Gaston Foote. In these thirteen important
messages, Dr. Foote singles out some of
life's darkest moments and then shows that
God is constantly near to help in the practical problems that confront a person every
day of his life. $2.75

THE TIME OF OUR LIVES

PUTTING LIFE ON CENTER

Rita F. Snowden. Sixty-six modern and refreshingly unique devotions-each characterized by great beauty of language and a
richness of illustrative material-will make
religion up-to-date and urgently a part of
our daily lives. $2.75

Robert E. Luccock. Grouped into thirteen
weekly cycles-each of which explores one
central theme of Christian faith-these 365
daily meditations will help every Christian
direct his thoughts into Christian channels
and his day into Christian patterns. $2.75
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churches, with about 635,000 members," he
Dr. Sen stressed that though the moral
stated.
obligation to help lies heavily on the ini\fr. Barrett was referring to the portions
dustrialized countries, self-help in the needy
foreign mission bodies in Africa have been countries is the ultimate answer to the
taking place for the past hundred years on world hunger crisis.
a scale unparalleled in the entire history
of the expansion of Christianity."
CATHOLIC MISSION SOCIETIES
He warned that conditions within the
DEBATE END OF MISSIONS
historical churches remain sufficiently in"The era of the foreign missionary elfort
hospitable for the movements to break olf as we have k11own it has definitely ended,"
at a present rate of more than a hundred a Father Ronan Hoffman told the delegates
year.
to the 18th annual meeting of the Mission
These independent churches are not the Sending Societies, in 'Washington, D.C.,
result of bad race relations. Africans want September 18, 1967. The societies repreto worship God in their own way. They sented were all Roman Catholic.
affi1m strongly the right to be both fully
This statement brought forth intense disChristian and fully African.
cussion among the hundreds of priests, layBoth sides need to cooperate, but it is . men, and religious delegates.
difficult where there is tremendous social
Father Avery Dulles, another speaker,
inequality. A basic cause common to the gave some reflections on Father Hoffman's
separatist movement may be the clash of paper. He acknowledged the need for
3 cultures-traditional, colonial, and misradical change in mission perspectives. He
sionary.
said, however: "I do not agree that the
purpose of the foreign missionary movement
YOUNG PEOPLE RESPOND TO
has already been achieved. There are huge
HEART OF AMERICA CRUSADE
parts of the globe where the gospel has as
On Sunday afternoon, September 17, yet made practically no impression . . .''
And "The main thing is that there should
Evangelist Billy Graham closed his ten-day
Heart of America Crusade in Kansas City,
be missionaries who reflect the authentic
Missouri, before an audience of 53,000 peo- features of Clnist.''
ple.
Father Dulles stated: "TI1e Christian misThe · greatest response to Mr. Graham's sionary effo1t should not be dismantled, but
preaching came during the three special greatly intensified in a manner suited to the
Youth Nights, when upwards of seventy-five needs of the present hour. . . . Science and
per cent of the audience was under the age
technology without Christ will never lead
of 25. During each of these services more to the Kingdom of God.''
than a thousand persons per night stood
on the sports field to commit their lives to WOMEN DELEGATES ELECTED
Christ. Saturday night saw the largest num- TO GENERAL CONFERENCE
ber of inquirers, with 2,184, mostly young
Miss Theressa Hoover, a member of the
people.
staff of the Woman's Division of the MethMr. Graham's message during the Cm- odist Board of Missions, reveals interesting
sade dealt with a variety of subjects, from
statistics based on information in the Sept.
the cause of race riots in America to the 7th issue of The Christian Advocate:
six steps for a successful marriage. During
Already, 84 women delegates have been
each se1mon, the evangelist always cen- elected to the 1968 General Conference,
tered his emphasis on the love of God,
from 58 Conferences. There were fonr
and the need of a personal commitment to
(merged) Conferences electing Negro
Jesus Christ.
women delegates.
There are 7 Conferences electing women
who are members of the Board ·of Missions.
RURAL YOUTH CHALLENGED
"See that your skills are used to help the Three Conferences elected women who are
needy," Dr. Il. R. Sen urged today's young Jurisdiction officers. Fo1ty-six Conference
people. Dr. Sen, director-general of the presidents have been elected delegates.
Twenty-two Conferences elected more than
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO)
was speaking in Toronto, September 12, at one woman delegate . . Five Conferences
a Young World Food and Development elected women who are Conference officers
(other than president).
Conference.
None of the 12 Central Jurisdiction ConThe Conference outlined a basic program
for mobilizing mral youth in the service ferences elected a woman (ten of the 12
CJ Conferences have only two delegates).
of needy people around the world. Regional
(When this analysis was made, only half
seminars on this subject in Africa, Asia,
the overseas Conferences had reported.)
Latin America, the Middle East, Europe,
and North America had previously anaLATIN AMERICANS CONSULT
lvzed the attitudes, aspirations and probON AUDIO-VISUAL EVANGELISM
l~ms of rnral youth.
Delegates to the Third Congress on
Dr. Sen urged young people of the deEvangelical Communications in Latin Amerveloped nations to tell fellow countrymen
ica were told by Anthropologist Jacob
about the hunger that exists in the world,
to urge their govemments to plow more Loewen that they must get down from the
pulpit and sit in the living room with peomillions into development abroad.
Dr. Sen stated that approximately GO per ple. He thinks that Christian publishers and
cent of the have-not populations is under broadcasters have concentrated so much
21 years of age, and no less than 80 per on the message that often the vicwpaint of
the hearers is forgotten.
cent of them live in mral areas.
NOVEMBER 1967

Fernando Vangioni, chaplain of the Congress, stressed the importance of person
to person communion with God as the basis
of contact with people. He cited the case
of an J\rgcntine gi;,l who said: "No one has
ever cned for me.
This was the third Congress to be sponsored jointly by the Evangelical Literature
for Latin America (LEAL) and the interAmerican agency for the development of
evangelical radio, television, and film
(DIA).
Most of the evangelical organizations and
missions active in the field of mass communications in Latin America were represented at the Congress. This meeting was
held September 16-23, at government vacation grounds outside Lima, Pem .
One of the significant actions taken by
DIA, which represents some of the 120
broadcasting organizations across Latin
America was the enthusiastic endorsement
of the International Christian Broadcasters
(ICB). Newly elected boards of both DIA
and LEAL reflect the increasing role which
Latin Americans are playing in these cooperative agencies.
A new development since the last such
Congress is the beginning of Christian film
production in Latin America, which has
taken place in El Salvador, Argentina, and
Chile. In i·adio there is an awakened interest
in using short gospel spot announcements
rather than long programs.
The astronomical sales figures for the new
Popular Version of the Spanish New Testa-

Now You Can Buy
Folk Arts From Japan
Beauty * Culture * Tradition
... arti_s tically interpreted to add
zest and interest to your Church
Missions Programs and Luncheons
with favors or gifts for all. Make
your study a gala occasion!
Lotus bowls and usubatas for
flowers; Fans, rice bowls, parasols,
decorations; Happicoats, furoshikis; Kokeshi wood and silk dolls
for girls and boys. Not on 20%
basis.

FROM THE HOLY LAND
. .. the finest Mother of Pearl jewelry, handcarved by Christians in
Bethlehem. Our help is needed now
as never before. Twenty per cent
of all proceeds is sent to them.
Join our 'YOUA:--: TO \YO:\fA...~ nncl TIEI~r OTJIETIS
TO HELP Tiffi:\ISl~T~\"ES prnJ:rnm. \\'c buy direct,
throuJ:h mlsslooar.\' <'ontac ts. Thl5> SC'rrlco was ln ~tl
tutt'd at th o rcqUl'St ot' Commissi on on Missionary
l·~ clucatlon stnfl' in l!l:'i::. 1.an:f' orders on consli.,'11ml'nt. If total gohl I ~ $11JO.OO or more !'rn<l :!Ot;;. tn
n n•1ntrtl miss ion nr n• lh•J'. Sl'l:i Od . "'orlll Oullool;:.

Church Women's Handcrafl Service
Lenore Porter, Director
102 East 22nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010

Summer Studio, Ocean Grove, N. 1.
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For your F R E E copy of

HOW GREAT
THOU ART
and new MANNA MUSIC catalog

-

write to:
MANNA MUSIC, INC.
1328 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood, California 90028
Please mention this magazine-WO

WANTED

I

JEWELRY

Wo Buy Old Gold and Jewelry. CASH PAIO
IMMED!ATELY. Mail us DOid tooth, watch••·
rrnos, diamonds. silverware, eye glasses, oold
~oins,_

old gold. silver. platinum, mercury. Sat-

W;c~~~n n~~~~:dt~~1d Qbu~~~~. ay;:rl:s,~~ur~~~

information.

ROSE INDUSTRIES
29-CL East Madison St., Chicago 2, Ill.

I

ment showed the inereasing need for literature using simple but good Spanish. The
250 delegates were reminded of the fact
that about half the population of Latin
America is still illiterate, while a great percentage are new literates.

RACE AND THE CONGREGATION'S CALLING

(Continued from page 12)
first and essentially a problem of the
church, of the congregation. The basic
question remains: is the church an evidence of what it proclaims? The New
Testament affirms that it is. 'Vhen it is,
through ever-fresh repentance renewal
and daring, it will move int~ history'~
determining center. This the Confessinrr
b
Church which congregations in Germany discovered in the 1930's when
they dared to break the national law
weekly by refusing to segregate the
communion altar. They demonstrated
anew that in Clnist there is neither
Jew nor Greek, neither Jew nor AryanGerman.
Are there any practical steps we can
50
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take now? I believe so, but there are no
panaceas, gimmicks, or neat programs.
There is only repentance and, in search
for obedience, renewal.
Let me commend three possibilities.
First, a congregation of one race can
invite a congregation of another to share
in the Lord's Supper. In some instances
this can be done freely and easily. In
others it requires preparation, with the
process itself becoming a source of renewal. The holy communion is our sign
and sacrament of unity in Christ. Dare
we make it so for the sake of the world
and to the glo1y of God? Surely Methodists can commune together. 'Ve need
one another, and when we demonstrate
that need, we help to ful£11 God's mission.
Second, the current Quadrennial Program, One vVitness in One 'i\Torld, urges
that congregations share qualified personnel resources with other congregations. In this Neighborhood-One (or
N-1) Program a congregation "lends" a
teacher, counsellor, youth leader, lawyer, or musician to another congregation
for a year. The one sent holds affiliate
membership in the receiving church for
a year and then returns. In Detroit
alone, twelve churches have sent thirty
persons to eight other churches. This
example of inter-church aid lends itself
readily to inter-racial exchanges, and
these are not one-way exchanges.
Third, Negro and white congregations, can exchange with each other perhaps two, three, or four families. Each
family unit, including the children, for
a year at a time participates in all the
nonnal activities that it would follow
in its home congregation-official board
l\ffF, Sunday School teachinrr
choi1.',
b'
Boy Scouts, and the like. Careful selection and great flexibility are required.
These are not proposed as examples
of ecclesiastical "token integration."
They involve bridge-building and firststep exercises in exploring the meaning
of the congregation in mission. In a
multi-racial society and in a period of
worldwide racial revolution, they grow
from concern for renewal and from
determination to be theologically honest. They represent a searching for responsible breakthrough acts in the seemingly hardened situation about us.
I conclude not with an exhortation
but with Paul's statement concerning
the nature of life in the church.
From now on, therefore, we regard no
one from a human point of view. . . .
Therefore, if any one is in Christ, he is a
new creation .... All this is from God, who
through Christ reconciled us to himself and
gave us the ministry of reconciliation ....
So we are ambassadors for Christ, God
making his appeal through us.

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

(Continued from page 7)

economy, its people. There are pictures in
black and white, of lakes, cities, Eskimo
people, the University, totem poles, northern
lights, and other Alaskan scenes. A "painless" way to learn interesting facts about
our 49th far-north state.
365 TABLE GRACES FOR THE CHRISTIAN HOME, by Charles L. Wallis.
New York, Evanston, and London, 1967:
Harper & Row, 117 pages, $2.50.
Short graces for each day of the week
are presented in a framework of 52 weeks.
There is also a brief section on "Table
Graces for Special Days and Occasions"·
and one on "Table Graces for Children." '
For Thanksgiving day, here is a short
quotation: " . .. Bless our native land, her
fertile fields, her towering factories, her
churches, schools, and homes. j\fav we
ever be thy holy people and brothers ·to all
mankind."
THE GOODYEAR GUIDE TO STATE
PARKS, Region 2: California, Washing-.
ton, Oregon, Alaska, Hawaii, by Howard
and Lucille Sloan. New York, 1967:
Crown Publishers, Inc., 298 pages, $1.95.
Good photographs in black and white
illustrate this useful guide to parks in the
states indicated. There is information about
campsites, beaches, historic sites, forests,
vacation areas, and the national parks within
these boundaries.
STILL EXCELLENT:
PSALMS OF THE HEAVENS EARTH
AND SEA, Arr. by Gudnason, \vilde Co.:
Natick, Mass.; $4.50.
NATIONAL PARKS, by Jensen; Golden
Press, N.Y.; $4.95.
THE LIGHT OF CHRISTiVIAS, anthology
ed. by F. Brentano, Dutton, N.Y:; $5.95.
STORIES OF CHRIST AND CHRISnvIAS
anth. ed. by Wagenkeecht, McKay, N.Y.;
$6.95.
TOLD UNDER THE CHRISTivlAS TREE
stories selected by Assoc. for. Childhood
Ed., Macmillan, N.Y.; $1.95.
ON BEING A REAL PERSON, by Harry
Emerson Fosdick, revised 1965; Harpe1'
& Row, N.Y.; paper, $1.50.
SMOKY MOUNTAIN SAMPLER, by May
Justice: Abingdon, Nashville; $2.75.
GOOD NEWS FOR MODERN MAN, the
New Testament in Today's English,
Amer. Bible Soc., 1865 B'way, N.Y.; 25
cents.
BIBLE ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR CHILDREN, by Northcott, Wesbninster, Phila.;
$3.95.
READ ME A POEM, chosen by Buell;
Grossett & Dunlap, N.Y.; $1.95.
CHILDREN'S GAi'.'1ES FROM MANY
LANDS, by Nina Millen, Fr. Press, N.Y.;
paper, $2.75.
THE METHODIST HYMNAL, and BOOK
OF WORSHIP, Meth. Pub House, Nashville; $3.00 and $2.25.
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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... Cokesbury makes it a point
to offer everything for the
church musician-choir supplies, special music books, and
a complete list of music from
all major music publishers.
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Now available is the new COKESBURY MUSIC CATALOG which features a complete list of music for the
church music program. For easier selection, all music is classified as to special
season, occasion, or by featured instrumental accompaniment. Included are
several pages of music-related books and
supplies such as choir pins, rhythm instruments, music holders, and promotion
certificates.

"j
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A new music service is the publication of
COKESBURY KEY NOTES, a quarterly promotion piece on music for all
church musicians. It will include three
lists: Easy Anthems for the Small
Church, Anthems for the Medium Sized
Church, Anthems for the Large Church.
Each list will contain not more than ten
titles from major music publishers. Most
of the anthems will be illustrated by photographic reduction. All music in each
issue will be appropriate to the liturgical
seasons. Music-related supplies are also
featured. Consulting editor of COKESBURY KEY NOTES is the Rev. Mr.
William K. Burns, Minister of Music at
Morrow Memorial Methodist Church,
Maplewood, N.J.

MUSIC LIBRARY SERVICE

An additional feature Cokesbury offers is the Music Library Service which gives up to a 15%
discount on all anthems, anthem collections, organ solos and collections, and music for your
handbell choir. For further information, write the Cokesbury Regional Service Center in your
area or use the handy coupon below.
For all your music needs, look first to Cokesbury-the recognized symbol of quality and service.
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Order lrom the RcgionOJI Service Ccn·tcr serving your a1ca
1910 Main Street
fifth and Grace Streets
1661 North Northwest Hwy.
Dollos, Texas 75221
'Richmond, Vo, 23216
Pork Ridge, 111. 60068

1600 Queen Anne Rood
Teaneck, N. J. 07666

201 Eighth Avenue, South
Nashville, Tenn. 37202

85 McAllister Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

Please send me Free:

_ _ COKESBURY MUSIC CATALOG
_ _ COKESBURY KEY NOTES
_ _ Information on the MUSIC LIBRARY SERVICE

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ADDRESS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CITY
S T A T E - - - - - - - - - - - ZIP CODE - - - -

FOR SPECIAL GIFTS

Deluxe Editions

THE
METHODIST
HYMNAL
Beautifully designed and crafted,
a deluxe edition of the hymnal will
be cherished for many years.
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Please send me the hymnals indicated below:
NAME
(please print or type)
ADDRESS

STATE

ZIP CODE - - - - -

D Charge to my account

D Open a new account
Postage extra. Add sales tax where applicable.
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Send mail orders to Regional Service Centers

1910 Main Street
Dallas, Texa.s 75221
Fifth and Grace Street~
Richmond, Va. 23216
1600 Queen Anne Raad
Tea neck, N. J. 07666
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1661 North Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068
201 Eighth Avenue, South
Nashville, Tenn. 37202,
85 McAllister Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

PINSEAL MOROCCO (Goatskin). Our finest edition- printed on Warren's thin
text paper and leather lined to match the cover. Limp-style binding, blind back·
band, back title stamped in genuine gold. Features round corners, decorative
gold roll u nder inside edge of cover, he ad band and tail band, silk bookmark,
tint-under-gold edges. Each hymnal is specially gift boxed.
---312-B. Black Binding .... .. ....... . ............. .. . . . . ...... . .. each, $22.50
---312-P. Purple Binding .. .. . . .. .... .. . .. . ....... ... .. . .. . . . . ... . each, $22.50
---312-R. Red Binding ... . . ..... . . .... . .. . . . . . ...... . ... . . ... .... each, $22.50
GENUINE LEATHER (Box Grain Calfskin) . A fine edition printed on Warren's
thin text paper- makes an outstanding gift. Features linings and endpapers to
match the color of the cover. Round corners, head band and tail band, silk
bookmark, tint-under-gold edges, limp-style binding, blind backhand. Back
title stamped in genuine gold. Gilt boxe d .
---311-B. Black .Binding ... . ... ... . . . . ... .... .. . . ... .. . . . .... .... . each, $16.50
---311-P. Purple .Binding ................ . ...... . .. . . . ........... each, $16.50
---311 -R. Red Binding .. . .. . .. . ...... . .. . . .... . ...... ........... each, $16.SD
IMITATION LEATHER (Levant Grain Sturdite). An attractive, yet inexpensive
gift edition bound from pew edition sheets. Binding is semi-limp Sturdite with
tint-under-gold edges, round corners, silk b ookmark, colored endpapers, head
band and tail band. Side and spine are s tamped in gold and second color in
foil. Red edition, gold and silver. Purple edition, gold and pink, Black edition,
gold only.
- -- 232-B. Black Binding .......... . .. ... . . . .. .. . . .. . .. ............. each, $6.SD
- -- 232-P. Purple Binding ......... .. . . . .... . .. . .... .. . .. . ........ . each, $6.SD
---232-R. Red Binding ........... . ... .... . .. . .. . .. .. . .. ... . ... ... . each, $6.SD
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